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INDIA DEFENSE CONCLAVE IN JULY’18

To mark the 10th anniversary of SALUTE, a monthly magazine dedicated to
India’s national security, an event will be organized alongwith BW
BusinessWorld in New Delhi, in July this year for providing a platform to a
large number of defense companies that had visited India for the DefExpo
2018 or already have a presence in India, with top defense officials, media
personnel and military commentators in attendance. The conclave will
comprise of a full day of interactive sessions, including networking sessions
with policy makers from the Ministry of Defence and other military officials.

As India transforms from a regional player to a global power, the defence
sector is gaining primacy in the country’s strategic planning. India's Ministry
of Finance, had in January  2017 allocated a budget of US$ 53.5 billion to the
Ministry of Defence to procure new state of the art military technology and
equipment and most importantly modernize their forces. And now with thw
creation of the Defence Planning Council keeping the wish list of India’s
armed forces will soon be finalised. The Indian government will thereafter
take a  decision on a wide variety of critically needed military equipment for
its three services. That apart a fifth generation fighter aircraft pact signed
with Russia in 2007 worth $25 billion (Rs 1,62,500 crore) is still awaiting
approval. There is strong push by India’s ‘strategic partner’ the United
States of American to sell the F16 fighters — with a make in India option
eventually — if an initial consignment is ordered and inked by New Delhi.
Then there is the Naval wish list for 123 multi-role helicopters for Rs. 19,500
crore, 200 Kamov helicopters worth Rs. 6.500 crore, mine counter
measure vessels worth Rs. 32,000 crore) and Stealth submarines (worth
Rs. 70,000 crore) all awaiting approval for the last decade or more. And
finally, a proposal for future infantry combat vehicles (FICV) worth 
Rs. 60,000 crore is now caught up in a dispute on whether two or all five
contenders should make a detailed project report before the MoD takes a
call. In nearly all of these cases ‘Make in India’ will probably happen only
after New Delhi buys for India, thus, opening up significant opportunities 
for the private sector.

Among other things the conclave will focus on India’s defence acquisition
process, and comprehensively review the requirements of the Indian armed
forces and identify how companies can address these requirements. The
idea is to provide major aerospace and defence companies an opportunity
to promote their products to a targeted audience and therefore place them
in serious consideration for use by the Indian armed forces. Leading
sponsors will be offered stage time to make a presentation or participate in
the debates / panel discussions. The event will also receive media coverage
from leading television networks like Times Now / ET Now in addition to
being featured in SALUTE and BUSINESS WORLD Magazine.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
0930 hrs – 1030 hrs: Registration and tea
1030 hrs – 1100 hrs: Inauguration &Keynote speech
1100 hrs – 1230 hrs: Panel discussion and presentations on
aerial warfare systems
• The avionics sector: What does the future hold?
• Drones: The changing face of warfare
• Missiles: Trends and challenges
• R&D: Role of Industry and Academia
1230 hrs – 1330 hrs: Lunch and networking
1330 hrs – 1500 hrs: Panel discussion and presentations on
land warfare systems
• Artillery and  Armoured vehicles: Role of the private sector
• Indigenisation the small arms weapons family
• Technology for smart border management
• Creating an eco-system for the MSMEs in the Defence
Sector

• Communication and Navigation systems
1515 hrs – 1615 hrs: Panel discussion and presentations on
naval warfare systems
• Indian Navy’s Experience with Indigenization
• The Navy’s wish list for maritime systems
• What the Navy needs for its future role in the Indo-Pacific
Region

1615 hrs – 1630 hrs: Vote of thanks
1630 hrs – 1700 hrs: Breakaway and High Tea

THOSE EXPECTED TO ATTEND & SPEAK
• Ministers and senior Bureaucrats of the Ministry of Defence
• Top brass & officers from the three Services (Integrated
HQs) of MoD

• Representatives of major defence manufactures from
abroad & India

• Security Experts & the Media

Note: The event will be held in July 2018 in Delhi.
For sponsorship and details please contact 
Yashvardhan Verma on +919899030644 |
verma.yashvardhan7.yv@gmail.com or 
Capt. Baldev Singh (Retd.) on +918130629833 |
baldev.salute@gmail.com
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EDITOR’S NOTE
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I had occasion to visit Beijing and Shanghai for a week in March this year. While a
week is too little a time a time to form an opinion of any country, especially a coun-
try of the size of China, certain impressions remain which perhaps could be a point-
er on how India could achieve a faster level of growth. And no, it has nothing to do
with the big buildings and the tall skyscrapers. It has everything to do with Attitude.

The first thing that strikes one, both in Beijing and Shanghai, is the extraordinary
cleanliness of both the cities. Obviously, this has not come about without effort on the
part of the public. The moot point is, how did the government motivate the people to
keep their city clean? Perhaps it has something to do with a sense of ownership of the
community and of the city. There is a visible pride in each and every Chinese in his
city and in his country. This is obvious to even a casual observer. Can we emulate the
Chinese on that yardstick?

The Prime Minister’s Swachh Bharat campaign is evidently aimed at creating such a
consciousness. But it still has a long way to go before cleanliness in public spaces is
internalised by the people.  Indians are scrupulously clean when it comes to matters
of personal hygiene. But in matters of civic consciousness, we still have a long way to
go. I attribute this to more than a millennium of foreign rule, where the individual cit-
izen did not look upon the country as one’s own. This has to change.

The second thing that was noticeable was a concern for one’s fellow beings. This is
reflected in the traffic discipline, even when there is no policeman around. On the
road, everyone sticks to their respective lanes, even if a traffic block occurs. That way,
every one gets through faster, despite the fact that at times, the traffic queue is more
than a mile long. An aerial view of the busy roads shows this aspect clearly. I have
seen the same in my visits to Singapore and Taiwan. And these countries were much
like India, just a few decades back. Can we emulate them?

The behaviour of the citizen on Indian roads is a reflection of the individuals attitude
and concern for others. Some small changes are creeping in, but by and large there is
little care and concern for the other. Lane driving appears a distant dream, despite
the fact that a large number of traffic cops are directing traffic, even where the traffic
signals are working! The tendency to cut corners while exiting from the expressway is
symptomatic of the lack of civic sense in the public. This by itself leads to huge traf-
fic snarls.

We need a change in attitude. From such change will great things emerge. It seems
unbelievable that only from India comes calls for a Bharat Bandh! You do not see any
other country calling for its own closure. Or burning and destroying public property,
which in effect is one’s own, if we consider the country to be ours. Can India rise to
the challenge? The jury is still out.
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GENERAL SPEAK
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In my last tenure as QMG I recall a veryinteresting exchange at the highest
level. In a meeting on land issues

chaired by the RM, and attended by top
bureaucrats of the MoD the RM asked me
“General, why are cantonments in the
centre of town and occupying prime
land?” I replied tongue in cheek that
cantonments were on the outskirts, but
cities have slowly crept up to the
cantonments and surrounded them! This
in my view is at the very heart of the
problem facing cantonments, and the
envy, bordering on jealously, with which
cantonments are viewed by a few
misinformed people who feel that the
army is privileged and even pampered,
living in clean and green cantonments.
The historical facts though are completely
at variance with these misinformed
perceptions.
Cantonments derive their name from

Swiss Cantons, or districts and were set up
by the British in India for entirely different
reasons. When the British troops arrived
in India, they fell sick very often due to
malaria, dysentery and other infectious
and waterborne diseases. These diseases
also took a toll on Indian troops.Thus it
was decided to create army cantonments
well away from cities, often in the
wilderness, at the very outskirts of city
limits. The additional advantage of such a
move was that parades, training and
marches with horse’s, mules etc would not
inconvenience the local population. I
wonder if in the 1950s any one in Delhi
had even heard of a faraway place in the
jungle called Dhuala Kuan! It is to the
credit of the Army that these outlying
areas where they were shunted away,
became islands of excellence and oasis of
greenery; the modern equivalent of smart
cities. Today, they are the lungs and
biodiversity havens of most cities. The
first cantonment was established in
Barrackpore in 1765 and the last one
created recently was Ajmer. There are a
total of 62 cantonments, mostly in Central

and Western Command. These are
distinct from military stations which
number about 2000 and are exclusive for
the army. The current order on road
opening thankfully does not apply to
military stations.
It is worth pointing out that the Army is

fully considerate of the needs of the
nation and has not only allowed access to
cantonments but also given away prime
defence land for public good. The Delhi
metro link from Dhaula Kuan in New
Delhi going to the airport is entirely built
on defence land given by the army. So is
the Dwarka flyover coming to Palam and
beyond. The new road to airport in
Hyderabad and Chennai has been given
access through defence land.
Cantonments have also parted with
hundreds upon hundreds of acres of land
to expand airports in places like Gwalior
and many more. Even now, there is
unfettered access to civilians in many
areas. The Cariappa Marg going to
Janakpuri dissects Delhi Cantonment and
has been in use for long. There are
hundreds of such examples where land in
cantonments has been shared with the
nation willingly for public good.
Cantonments were meant for the

exclusive use of the Army, so no access to
civilians on cantonment roads was
contemplated. This changed when the
British ran out of money to manage the
budget of the Indian Army, for
accommodation or amenities. The British
being consummate traders at heart hit

upon a novel idea. They decided to allot
land on lease in cantonments to rich
officers and traders to build their own
infrastructure. Thus they gave away land
on grant to civilians, army officers and
churches, with a proviso: the land would
belong to the army but the superstructure
would belong to the builder. Thus you see
hundreds of sprawling and dilapidated
bungalows in many cantonments, known
as ‘Old Grant Bungalows’. The shopping
complexes (Gopinath Bazar) also came up
on similar lines. It was expressly forbidden
to sell these properties to civilians but
over the years rules were bent and
powerful people with connections
grabbed these lucrative properties and
refused to vacate them after the leases
expired. Besides this, many
encroachments by the land mafia took
place in the upscale cantonment areas.
The civilian population in cantonments
thus started to grow exponentially and a
powerful lobby and vote bank built up.
They no longer liked the discipline and
order insisted upon by the Station
Commander and the Army Commanders
who are the supreme LMA. The clout of
the MLA’s and MP’s who represent the
cantonment areas has been the main
catalyst in promulgation of the blanket
order to open access roads to all civilians.
While safety and security of families has
become the main talking point, one must
not forget that cantonments also house
our troops, vehicles, sensitive equipment
and their barracks. They consist of firing
ranges, training areas, parade grounds,
laboratories and dozens of specialised
land needed for operational readiness of
troops. Cantonments are thus not relics of
the British era as some suppose but a very
relevant and inescapable need of the
forces. The current blanket order on
opening up all 62 cantonments for access
to civilians is thus not a well thought
through idea, and disturbs the existing
order drastically, creates avoidable
mistrust and friction besides impinging
on security. It must be put on hold
immediately.

MILITARY CANTONMENTS: EYE OF THE STORM
Lt Gen Sudhir Sharma
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YOUR VOICE

Dear Sir,
This has reference to the article in SALUTE on the newly
created Defence Planning Committee (DPC). In my view, this
is a non starter. I am even amazed that the Chiefs attended
the meeting and wonder how often the finance secretary etc.
will join in before they start sending subordinates to
represent them.

—Brig Pradeep Sharma

Dear Sir,
I think it is a nice beginning (establishment of the DPC). More
than the Defence Services, it is the bureaucracy that needs to
understand defence requirements & procurement
procedures. Finally, the need has to be felt at the decision
making level. Director Procurement himself seeing various
rifles is a far better deal than his seeing the humongous files
with contradictory details which need to be unraveled &
undone at each stage to move ahead! If the Nepalese could
reject the INSAS outright why did it take us years to think
afresh the basic weapon; a look at the competing weapons is
all that was required! It is just general apathy and lack of
equity in the entire decision making process. Indians today
buy personal cars, computers& mobiles etc with such clarity
& deep understanding,but when it comes to government
procurement they simply stop thing logically or critically. —
Rajinder Verma

Dear Sir,
I think a good beginning has been made with the
establishment of the DPC. Progress on the issues may be
assessed say after six months —Col Yashbir Singh

Dear Sir,
Refer to the article on the DPC. But will the already over
loaded NSA find time to steer the DPC? The Chairman COSC
- in his absence -as constituted has No Authority. What will
the much hyped NSC do? —Maj Gen Ramesh Chopra

Dear Sir,
This refers to the article on the DPC. NSA has no
parliamentary authority. There are legal issues there.

—Maj Gen PK Mullick

Dear Sir,
I agree with the editorial ‘Discordant Voices,’ published in
SALUTE Volume 10, Issue 7. The article is well modulated. The
only issue I have is that the author has not been able to draw
a connection between the creation of DPC, the successful
Defexpo and air exercise with the incidents which have
hogged the limelight in the last few days, except perhaps, the
need for a National Information Advisor (NIA) on the lines of
NSA. As of now, we have in the Armed Forces, the Information
Warfare (IW) staff posted to most HQ, with the ADG (PI)
heading the IW component at Army HQ. Influencing public
opinion in war as well as peace time is nothing new and
existed even before. Propaganda — defined as information,

especially of a biased or misleading nature, used to promote a
political cause or point of view — has always been a tool used
against adversaries external or political rivals. It is a
specialised subject and needs to be controlled at the highest
level. Social media and internet has made IW a complex game
with seamless boundaries and indiscernible players.
Moreover, the gullibility of the ‘aam admi,’ makes counter
measures or counter propaganda a difficult task. Hence, an
apex body for information and perception management is the
need of the hour.

—Brig Vinayak Ramnarayan

Dear Sir,
There is no doubt that IW has achieved great importance in
the recent past and countries like China are exploiting it to
great advantage. In our context, perhaps, it will end up in
leading to a turf war between different organisations and with
the all powerful NSA. This is at best an avoidable situation.
However, a beginning needs to be made notwithstanding
possible conflict areas. —Ranbir Sethi

Dear Sir,
One fails to understand why so many cases of rape have come
up in recent times.Is it the press or something else. It looks to
me that we may have advanced economically but culturally
we lag behind. One of the reasons could be that there is no
fear of law enforcing agencies or social stigma. Irrespective of
the colour and the design of the flags of political parties all of
them are in a hurry to appease the voters and we know in our
democracy who are the voters and how they can be pleased.
To day one notices the welfare measures of the govt are being
taken as a right. Hence we notice there is an apparent conflict
between haves and have nots. Every one wants to get every
thing without much of hard work. The poor must be helped to
live a decent life but the measures being taken by the govt
irrespective of party they belong to, for upliftment of poor are
election orientated. It needs to be curbed. Slow and steady
will prevail.

—Rana Laxman

Dear Sir,
Inspecting a ceremonial guard is a honour bestowed on a VIP.
We all know what happened at the Ceremonial Guard for our
former Defence Minister. His ignorance about customs and
traditions can be explained but not the failure on the part of
our Chiefs to suitably educate/brief the newly appointed
Defence Minister. May be it is time to do away with
ceremonial guards.

—Inder Jit Chopra

Dear Sir,
I enjoyed reading the article on the Sun Temple at Modhera: A
Blend of Science and Art, by Aarti K Pathak. It is a very well
written article with all facts correctly stated. Well done.

—Subhag Pathak
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Turbulent periods in
history in the mid-20th
century saw some
major upheavals in the
Asiatic region, notably
the creation of an
independent Pakistan,
torn out from a united

India and Russia’s withdrawal of
dominance and influence over China.
Contentious demarcations of land
boundaries, left behind as a legacy of
British domination of the sub-continent,
created unhealthy and uneasy
relationships between India and its
neighbours. Poor foreign policy
implementation and lack of an adequate
intelligence apparatus had its
consequent effect on the country’s
vulnerability to external aggression.
Whether the asylum provided to the
Dalai Lama was the trigger or not, the
humiliating defeat that China inflicted
on India in the autumn of 1962 will
remain a ‘monkey on its back’. While it
was an operation most Indians would
want to forget, to the warfighter it must
remain a symbol to “pay back” when the
opportunity arises.
It was in those years of Mao Zedong’s

ascendancy, as Communist China grew
in stature, that the Dragon’s future
aspirations were taking root. In the
subsequent decades under the likes of
Deng Xiaoping and Hu Jintao and now Xi
Jinping, the Dragon has become a
formidable presence, breathing fire
when it needs to assert itself. We know
historically China and Japan have been
adversaries and till recently Japan’s
technological and economic superiority,
not to mention the US support,
maintained a status quo in the eastern
region. Amidst a crumbling and
unpredictable global order, Japanese
efforts to establish economic ties and a
favourable environment were cold

shouldered by China, who, in the
meantime, used the time and space to
enhance its military and propel its
economy to an astounding advantage. It
also nudged and abetted North Korea
against Japan, thereby maintaining the
‘pin prick’ that would rankle Japan and
keep it occupied.   
In the period post the 1962 conflict

both China’s economy and military
capability have grown in leaps and
bounds and far surpassed India’s
performance. Its world-wide economic
dominance has made it the most
powerful player in Asia. China’s assertion
as a major power centre in a multi-polar
world is but a stone’s throw away. It is
certain that this will be the predicted
Asian century and China will hold the
pre-eminent position. China’s relations
with India can best be described as ‘blow
hot blow cold’. While offering the olive
branch the Dragon’s hot breath can be
felt right behind. India’s inclusion in the
Quadrilateral Alliance with the US,
Australia and Japan has not been seen by
China as geo-politically correct. India
has steadfastly opposed China’s Belt and
Road Initiative (BRI) and India took a
strong diplomatic and military stand at
Doklam. But possibly the biggest issue of
concern for China is that India is
juxtaposed in the soft underbelly of
China, posing a threat like no other
nation can.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has

met China’s Xi Jinping at Wuhan in a
series of dialogues to set about a ‘Reset’.
A reset is essentially a restoration of
amicable communications and
cooperation in multifarious fields with a
transparency that is acceptable to both.
India today is wiser than it was in 1962,
both diplomatically and militarily. We
need to take a leaf out of the China-Japan
relationship and use the ‘breathing
space’ to build capability. We must never

forget that China is India’s major
strategic threat. The Dragon cannot be
trusted unconditionally. The “pay back”
symbol must burn bright.
The craggy slopes of the Himalayas,

the lack of ground infrastructure and
difficulty in mobility of surface troops
make it abundantly clear that no real
offensive action can be carried out by the
Indian Army in the China sector.
Operating from airfields close to sea-
level elevation, offering optimum
load/armament carriage capability, the
IAF with its latest array of fighter aircraft,
supported by force multipliers can inflict
serious damage to Chinese air power
assets and also execute crippling damage
in the interdiction role, in support of the
Army. Patrolling of the Indian Ocean
utilising the long range capability of the
SU-30 MKI, with support from the Indian
Navy, will make China’s energy supply
vulnerable. It is abundantly clear that in
a future India-China conflict it will be an
air war, supported by the Navy in the
southern ‘choke,’ with the Army in a
purely ‘holding/defensive’ role.
The present ‘reset’ with China gives us

time to build up military assets and
procure the hardware that will be
required on the China front. We need the
time to build infrastructure and defences
to offset ballistic missiles which, in all
likelihood, will be the predominant
threat. We need to reset our military
posture to be ready if and when the
Dragon’s shadow looms large in the
future.

An alumnus of NDA and DSSC, Air

Mshl Sumit Mukerji has served the IAF as a

fighter pilot with distinction He has

commanded three units, a MiG-29 Sqn, a

MiG-25 SR Sqn and TACDE (considered

the ‘Top Gun’ school of the IAF) and also

served as the Air Attaché in Washington

DC. He retired in 2011 as the AOC-in-C of

Southern Air Command.

RESET – THE POSTURE IN THE
DRAGON’S SHADOW?

Air Mshl Sumit Mukerji, PVSM, SC, VSM

OUT OF THE BLUE
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With a new
government coming
to power in India in
2014, the first
indication of the
trajectory Indian
foreign would take
came when the
Prime Minister

invited Heads of SAARC countries to
attend the swearing in ceremony. This
was unique though not divergent from
known Indian policy of maintaining an
environment of regional cooperation and
neighbourhood first. It was followed by a
significant shift from “look east” policy of
previous government to “act east”. It was
also intricately linked to development of
India’s own northeastern states. Delhi
also began to pay greater attention to
India’s maritime geographical advantage.
The PM, very early in his tenure,
appreciated the strong linkage between
economy and security, these being two
sides of the same coin. Delhi also realised
that India’s growth story will be better
addressed if entire region grows with it
and ‘SAGAR’ (Security and Growth for All
in the Region) reflected that realism. India
being one of the world’s fastest growing
economies, has minuscule trade with its
neighbours.
While the new government was

coming to terms with domestic realities,
the geopolitics was galloping
omnidirectional. This presented
opportunities and challenges for India.
Two major geopolitical events, a new
administration in Washington and
China’s assertive rise has had profound
impact on the world. US administration
pulled out from major multilateral
forums and created anxieties by its
uncertain policies, unexpected of a sole
superpower. China, which had made full
use of Washington’s withdrawal
symptoms from economic and security
architectures, tasted power for the first
time in over 100 years and began
disrupting the international order. US
slogan of ‘make America great again’ and

China’s assertion of beginning of ‘New
Era with Chinese characteristics’ was at
loggerheads with each other. Chinese
disruptive behaviour was met with call
for freedom of navigation, flights and
lawful trade in the South China Sea/East
Sea by the US. The increasing trade
deficit of majority of nations with China
was threatened with trade war by the US.
China’s emergence in the IOR and its
encirclement of India by weaning away
its neighbours was challenged by new
construct of Indo-Pacific and Quad.
While no security architecture has
emerged yet, it clearly reflects that China
is unlikely go unchallenged.
Washington and Beijing came

together to address threats in the Korean
Peninsula. It was clearly advantage China
given the influence it exercises over
DPRK (North Korea). However,
Washington and Pyongyang began
talking to each other via US ally South
Korea. Date of talks between the US and
DPRK heads of state was fixed for 12 June
at Singapore (another close ally of the
US). Beijing  sensed that it could be left
out of Korean debate which would
marginalise its image as emerging and
challenging power. The talks were called
off by Washington even before China
could influence North Korea not to
engage in bilateral talks with the US
leaving China out.
In these changing paradigm, PM Modi

acted swiftly and scheduled personal
engagement with Presidents Xi and Putin
at Wuhan and Sochi respectively. It was an
opportunity for Delhi to reset its lost
ground in rapidly evolving geopolitics. He
also paid a quick visit to Nepal which  had
gone too far from its  traditional
cooperation with India. This was followed
by visits to Indonesia, Malaysia and
Singapore which are important pillars of
maritime security in the sea lanes of
communication (SLOCS) for world trade.
Announcement by Indonesian Minister
for Maritime Affairs regarding future joint
cooperation for port development and
operational use of Sabang Port with India

reflected India’s intimate understanding
of maritime security.
While ‘Make in India’ is still work in

progress, the grounds have been
prepared,  such as ease of doing business,
uniform taxation laws and moving away
from taking moral high ground on
international issues. Present ‘New Norm’
of India provides more flexibility in
pursuing its self interest. Delhi’s
realisation that its soft power appeal has
not been as appealing as China’s in its own
backyard due to unequal hard power, has
led to reset of ties with China and Russia.
Both these countries foresee the potential
of trade with India and importance of
maintaining peace and stability in the
IOR. As far as West Asia is concerned,
India’s foreign policy must be credited for
the fact that it has balanced relations with
Israel and Shia/Sunni world.
India is not alone in the emerging

challenge from US withdrawal from
JCPOA  and imposition of CAATSA on
countries doing trade with Iran. This fresh
approach of the US multiplies its
uncertain policies and basis of friction
with its traditional allies, the EU.
Imposition of secondary sanctions will
create geo economic turbulence. The
Prime Minister of Netherland during his
visit to India mentioned of the effort
being made by EU collectively and
individually to address the new reality.
Delhi will have to find common cause
with EU and other countries to ensure
continuity of its oil supplies from Iran and
development of Chabahar port as also
construction of North South Corridor.
The dynamism of geopolitics calls for

India to steer a course which suits her
national interests and does not reflect
any alliance. Delhi is playing realpolitik
great game just as a bridge player would
play a ‘no-trump’ hand of cards as against
choosing one of the four trumps to score
a game. This will open opportunities for
India at appropriate stage of the great
game which is now being played in the
Indo Pacific.

Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, PVSM, AVSM, NM
and Bar is the former Commander in Chief

Western Naval Command & former Chief of
Integrated Defence Staff.

INDIA PLAYING NO-TRUMP GAME OF REALPOLITIK
Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, PVSM, AVSM, NM
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A security sector
review of any
government’s
performance is
always complex
because of the
range of issues
involved. While
security has a
wider meaning

and includes overall national resilience,
the intent here is to review issues
pertaining to the defence of India, both
internal and external. Yet, to do that,
diplomacy cannot be delinked from
external security. In addition, much
emphasis has to be placed on personnel
management of the armed forces; the
men behind the machines cannot be
ignored in a review of the state of
preparedness in the realm of military
security. The scope of this review
therefore includes a few relevant
diplomatic aspects related to national
security and then concentrates on some
priority aspects under the ambit of the
Defence Ministry and Home Affairs
Ministry, efforts towards restructuring
and procurement to enhance capability,
and our record in the robust field of
border and internal security, not
necessarily in that order.
At the outset, security is always a work

in progress and there are no equations or
formulas to determine the mathematical
value of decline or increase in security
capability. It is in this spirit that this
review is being attempted, and will
include critique and appreciation where
it is due.

The Diplomatic Realm
The National Democratic Alliance
government has had a positive record of

diplomatic achievements in the mid- and
far-abroad regions and a relatively mixed
record in areas closer home. The Prime
Minister has shepherded the External
Affairs Ministry with his personal
commitment and made a difference in
diplomacy. Among the flagship successes
has been the strategic relationship
between India and the United States
(US). The government also handled the
Trump transition through the 2017-18
period without tentativeness. India’s
strategic importance as a counterweight
to China and a reliable partner of the US
in the Indo-Pacific has seen a rise in its
importance. Being a high-profile
customer of US defence hardware makes
India look even more attractive.
Where the government has succeeded

exceedingly is the manner in which it has
straddled the Middle East through the
first three months of 2018. Given the
binaries involved in the Shia-Sunni proxy
conflicts and Russia’s standoff with the
West in the Middle East, the government
has achieved much through high-profile,
virtually back-to-back visits to India by
both the Israeli Prime Minister and the
Iranian President. The Indian Prime
Minister has also had productive visits to
Jordan, Palestine, United Arab Emirates,
and Oman. The return visit of King
Abdullah of Jordan was sensitively
handled with a focus on the Amman
Message, which emanated from the
Royal Court of Jordan in 2004 and is
perhaps the best symbol of pluralism and
tolerance to recapture the moderate
street of Islam. The government’s
successful handling of the Middle East
has ensured contribution towards three
important areas – energy security,
diaspora confidence, and promotion of a
moderate ideology.

In the same vein, the progress of the
Quad of Nations towards the security of
the Indo-Pacific may yet be marginal, but
is picking up even as a reset in relations
with China and Russia is evident; recent
visits of the Prime Minister to these
countries have been productive in
balancing India’s foreign policy. The
country’s emergence as a full-fledged
member of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation is, of course, a legacy case,
but its management has been successful
despite some earlier glitches in
relationships with both Russia and China.
Where the success has been far less is

surprisingly in the neighbouring region.
This primarily includes Nepal and
Maldives, where regimes could not be
cultivated and China’s all-pervading hand
is evident in its attempt to garner
influence. Sri Lanka remains on the cusp,
with its internal politics in a fickle state
but with early promise of a tilt towards
India. Bangladesh has remained a success
story from the past, but the expectation to
take this to transformational levels may
not have been achieved because the
strength of the relationship remains
limited to the current dispensation of the
Bangladesh Awami League without
clarity for the future.
On Afghanistan, it has been a success

story with the absence of any major
attacks on Indian facilities except the
recent kidnapping of some workers. The
opening of the alternate route through
Chahbahar, facilitating the supply of the
first consignment of wheat to Kabul, has
sent a strategic message to Pakistan.
Continuance of Indian soft power
support to the Afghan government and
training support to the Afghan National
Army and Afghan National Police are
Indian core capabilities that still make a
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FOUR YEARS OF MODI GOVERNMENT:
INDIA’S SECURITY SECTOR
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difference.

Border and Internal Security
Two focus issues are Doklam and the
Line of Control (LOC). Walk-in
operations by the People’s Liberation
Army have been a problem for long.
Whether Doklam was a deliberate ploy to
bait India and take the level of
intimidation beyond just walk-ins can
never be determined. Yet the overall
handling of the 72-day standoff through
firm and steadfast military posturing,
good media management, and deft
diplomacy has proved the emergency-
handling capability of the government.
The follow-up has been welcome with
attempts at a reset in relations.
The scale of achievement on the LOC

has not reached the same level as
Doklam, although the surgical strikes
and the robust handling ever since, have
helped send strong messages to Pakistan.
Success here cannot be judged by the
absence of violence as the complexities
are much more than on the Sino-Indian
border. The success in handling of the
LOC has been in the ability to contain
ceasefire violations to only a part of the
LOC and international border sector.
However, the suffering of the population
in the Jammu sector remains a negative.
The construction of anti-shelling
bunkers needs to be taken up on an
urgent basis. In fact, we need to go
beyond this by investing in temporary
relocation of the population with full
welfare, if we have to respond more
strongly with the international border
sector handed over to the Army.
Horizontal escalation could well be on

the cards. Perhaps the entire issue of “No
War, No Peace” (NWNP) management
has now reached a level where attrition
or exhaustion techniques may be the
only options available to us. The
government had invested in engagement
with Pakistan early in its tenure, but the
equilibrium got upset by events
sponsored by Pakistan. The government
may have refused talks with Pakistan as it
continues to sponsor terror, but India has
never been averse to reversing the
situation if there is a serious display of

intent by the other side to seek peace.
Backroom channels are still partially
open, and things are being quietly done,
just as it should be.
Jammu and Kashmir’s internal

situation obviously has legacy
connections, but ever since the killing of
Burhan Wani on 8 July 2016, the
government has followed a robust policy
to re-establish military domination over
the hinterland. Operation All Out was an
unqualified success, but casualties have
also been high, not the least because of
intervention by mobs.
The Prime Minister projected the idea

of a return to engagement with the
population through his iconic message
on Independence Day 2017 – “Na goli se,
na gaali se… Kashmirki samasya suljhegi
gale lagane se”(The Kashmir problem
will be resolved not by bullets or abuses,
but by embracing its people). The Non-
Initiation of Combat Operations (NICO)
for Ramzan and the linking of his
message with the same could well be a
game-changer if peace prevails and
NICO is extended to Amarnath Yatra and
beyond. The negative here is the inability
to get strong counter-narratives in place
and prevent local recruitment, which has
become the current driver of the
separatist movement. This will in all
probability change if NICO persists.

The quieting of the North East’s
security situation has also seen a surge in
the Bharatiya Janata Party’s political hold
over much of the region. This should
assist in enhanced engagement with
disparate renegade groups with visible
vigour even as every attempt is made to
bring connectivity to the Association of
South East Asian Nations (ASEAN)
through the North East.

Maritime Domain
The government can claim much success
in the refocus of strategic defence policy
with the maritime domain being given a
higher priority. While this may not be
fully evident in terms of equipment and
outlay, it is the attention now accorded to
the Indo-Pacific region which is making a
difference. The government appears to

be in sync with the perception of the
strategic community that China’s
vulnerability lies in the maritime domain
and it wishes to keep India’s focus
wedded to the continental domain to
prevent increase in Indian maritime
capability.
China’s Malacca dilemma is well-

known but only now is it being spoken of
more openly. The Navy has added
traction to our foreign policy initiatives,
whether it is in enhancing cooperation
with the big powers or in providing a
physical dimension to the Act East Policy.
The Malabar series and the recent
Exercise Milan has helped project the
international footprint of the Navy. While
acquisitions and asset procurement may
still be tardy and pegged under the
weight of legacy procedures, the new
aircraft carrier under construction is
making good progress and appears to be
headed for a 2020 induction to give the
Navy its second carrier and add much
muscle to it.

Air Power
Notwithstanding the Chief of the Air
Staff’s references to India’s readiness for a
two-front war, the Indian Air Force is
stretched, capability-wise. There are
permutations and combinations in
optimising the current 31-squadron
capability, but further erosion over the
next 10 years due to phase-outs will only
just be made up by inductions (on order)
if they remain on target, yet reducing the
holding to 29-30 squadrons by 2027. The
intended 42-squadron capability with
current budgetary allocations does not
appear to be an achievable target unless
immediate decisions are taken along
with promise of greater budgetary
support. The air domain needs more
focus from the government
notwithstanding some good
achievements in the conduct of the
recent Exercise Gagan Shakti. The
exercise did display more than optimum
utilisation of assets through extended
stamina, and succeeded in deploying
more than 1,100 aircraft – half of them
fighter jets – logging over 6,000 flight
hours in three days.
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Continental Domain
(Conventional)
Capability-wise, the Indian Army does
not appear as confident of itself as it
should be. If an army has to keep saying
that it will fight with what it has, it
displays bravado without conviction.
Many of the issues concerning land
capability are from the past, but the ghost
of decision-making in procurement,
procedure, and unrealistic requirements
spelt out to vendors, has rendered such
delays that it is being highlighted even
internationally.
The Army’s handling of the LOC and

Doklam have been praised, but these are
not related to full-spectrum capability,
which must palpably improve in the field
of basic personal weapons, artillery, night
fighting for armoured vehicles, network
centricity, cyber war, and air defence. The
decision to go in for the S-400 state-of-
the-art Russian air defence system,
which would cost as much as Rs 40,000
crore (still under negotiation), does
display the right intent. It is hoped that
more will be done in these areas.
From a budgetary angle, leaving aside

everything else, even transport as part of
mobilisation requires funds. To meet the
requirements of a response to Doklam,
the Army expended almost its entire
transport budget. It had a difficult time
for the rest of the year thereafter, as no
additional grants appeared to have been
made. If lessons from this are not learnt,
it will be a sad commentary on the
Defence Ministry’s ability to be flexible
when required.
The strength of achievement by a

government in the defence sector is also
qualified by the extent of understanding
beyond just the operational and strategic
domains. It is in the field of civil-military
relations, organisation, and personnel
management that its hands are not tied
by resource availability; trust and attitude
make the difference. This is where, in
India’s history of managing its military,
governments have tended to be tardy.

Organisation for Higher Defence
Management
In this area, the major issues are the

creation of ‘joint structures’, integration
of the Defence Ministry with part-
presence of uniformed support, the
institution of a Chief of the Defence Staff,
and the drafting of a National Security
Strategy. Progress in these fields is not
noticeable just yet, although a halfway
measure has been achieved with the
creation of the Defence Planning
Committee as a layer between the
Cabinet Committee for Security and the
Defence Ministry. Decisions on higher
defence management must inspire
confidence in the armed forces, which is
apparently lacking. Informed opinion on
this rests primarily in the veteran
community of the armed forces, which
the government was in engagement with
initially but lost the way midway.
Manohar Parrikar deserves a round of
applause for his willingness to engage.
Unfortunately, with little done on
improvement of the state of civil-military
relations, higher defence management is
a subject which remains in flux.

State of Civil-Military Relations
Civil-military relations in India are
dogged by the perception of the military
that the civilian bureaucracy has little
understanding of defence matters.
Institutionally, if measures are taken to
build a strategic culture among the
civilian managers of national security
and give the uniformed community a
greater say in decision-making as
stakeholders and not relegate them
purely to implement what is decided,
much of the problem can be reduced.
Towards that end, the hold of the civilian
bureaucracy over the government
remains complete and unchanged.
Since the Kargil Review Committee and
the Group of Ministers
recommendations were formulated
under the previous NDA government, it
was expected that there will be an effort
to take implementation beyond what
the previous government had done.
That does not appear to have been the
current approach. To its credit, the
government did set up the Shekatkar
Committee which, besides reinventing
the wheel in many spheres, did make

fruitful recommendations. The
government has accepted the 65
recommendations relating to the Army
and many of those relating to the Tri-
Service domains, but implementation
has to be through transformational
decisions, which are pending.
The redeployment of 57,000 army

personnel to improve combat edge has
begun and is apparently being done
earnestly; in addition, redeployment of
31,000 defence civilians is being looked
at. Among some of the much-needed
reforms that are under execution,
include the closure of military farms and
army postal establishments in peace
locations, something that has been
hanging fire for long. The Committee’s
recommendations are slated for
implementation by December 2019, but
movement towards issues such as
ensuring sufficient budgetary support
for modernisation and not surrendering
unspent capital budget at the end of the
financial year, do not require such an
elongated time frame for
implementation. Perhaps next year we
will see much more energy towards
implementation in this area. An issue on
which the government must display
serious intent is the National Defence
University, which is languishing for 17
years since the proposal was made.

Personnel Management
This is an issue which can take up much
space, but is being restricted here.
Personnel management includes
recruitment, terms and conditions of
service; pay, allowances, and pensions;
resettlement, and veteran affairs. Early
in its tenure, the government did well by
setting up a committee of experts to
look into grievances related to service
matters and pensions of the armed
forces personnel so as to initiate
measures to minimise litigation and
disputes in courts. It was a most
appropriate step with the right people
manning the committee. Some very
sensible recommendations have been
under implementation. Issues related to
One Rank, One Pension (OROP) and the
Seventh Pay Commission continue to
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dog the government and will probably
do so even through the legal route. With
OROP, the government may have
provided satisfaction only partly, but it
is accepted that the decision was taken
not too long after coming to power. That
it did not satisfy all is a different issue.
The Seventh Pay Commission had
serious problems with status and
removal of some allowances, both of
which have been unfair. With pending
anomalies from the Sixth Pay
Commission, it is unlikely that much
more will come in terms of resolution of
anomalies of both the commissions.
The government will need to step up

its focus on veteran affairs as the
strength of veterans is growing (due to
the increase in life expectancy and other
factors). The Ex Servicemen’s
Contributory Health Scheme appears to
be failing and the military hospitals
cannot cater to the veteran load. This is
an area which will need to be worked on
as much as simplification of the banking
system for pensions, especially for the
far-flung rural areas from where many
soldiers hail. The pension disbursal
system in urban areas has improved, but
in rural environments, the complex
orders and amendments do not allow
war widows and older veterans to get
their dues. Defence banking advisers at
the state and division levels may add
some effect to this system.
The yet-to-be-confirmed decision

about the increase in the Short Service
Commission with commensurate
reduction in the Regular Commission is
not being received well in the service
community. The prime reason is that
the rationale for a large support cadre of
officers being dumped midway at age
35-40 years is something that is
acceptable in the Western system, but
not in India, where assured secondary
careers are unavailable. There may be
little attraction for this, leaving the
issues of officer cadre management in
drift. Unless the Cabinet’s approved
“Peel Factor” for horizontal placement
in government services is not
implemented, none of this may
succeed.

Procurement and Equipment
Management
For most people, this is the high-decibel
area in defence policy which marks the
achievements and failures of
governments. This is an incorrect
perception. When a system has deep-
rooted malaise, which has been allowed
to drift over time due to caution and
inability to find a middle path in control
and freedom of action, it becomes
extremely difficult to effect positive
change. The government has made an
honest effort and much has been
written about it. Right from the setting
up of the Dhirendra Singh Committee, a
mega effort has been made. Success has
been elusive and challenges
multiplying, but not for a want of effort.
The malaise is based on the lack of trust
within departments and the huge
financial commitments which require
mind-boggling management. The
efforts to bring in private industry,
initially received with much
enthusiasm, now appear to be slacking
due to the inability of private players to
find space in the competition. This
needs re-energisation.
According to the excellent review by

the online portal “Hindustan360.in” a
year ago, “the Dhirendra Singh
Committee was tasked to evolve a policy
framework to facilitate ‘Make in India’ in
defence manufacturing and align the
policy evolved with DPP-2013; and to
suggest the requisite amendments in
DPP-2013. DPP-2016 was thus
formulated with the experience gained
by the government in the defence
procurement process and the
recommendations of the Dhirendra
Singh Committee. It came into effect
from April 2016... Most of the deals
signed recently such as the 145, M777,
155mm Howitzers, Kamov ka-226
helicopters, Apache (Attack Helicopters)
AH ID, and EADS CASA C-295 Transport
Aircraft, are under the category ‘Buy and
Make’ which means initial procurement
of limited quantity in fully formed state,
followed by indigenous production
through Transfer of Technology (ToT).
However none of these deals have

fructified on the ground so far and the
time frame for realisation of equipment
would vary from 05 to 10 years once the
initial deliveries start”.So, hollowness in
defence capability may be a
phenomenon which may continue for
some more time. However, the Defence
Ministry has been free of scandal and
much more receptive towards ideas
from the services. Its fight for funding
and higher budgetary support is seen to
be supportive of the cause of the
services and in this area we may
probably see more achievements in the
near-future.
As a last word, ammunition is an area

of concern since it has been flogged a
fair deal in the media. The legacy was a
need for financial commitment of Rs
98,000 crore in 2014 to ensure that the
recommended levels of war wastage
rates at 30 days intense and 30 days
normal expenditure (total 40 days
intense rate) were stocked. After the Uri
attack, the armed forces had arrived at
some emergency deals worth over Rs
20,000 crore – primarily with Russia,
Israel, and France – to ensure that their
warships and fighters, tanks and
artillery could undertake at least 10 days
of “intense fighting” without worrying
about ammunition and other reserves.
Two major things have been achieved to
the credit of the government. Contracts
have been inked for a variety of
important ammunition, but more
importantly, a system has been
institutionalised whereby the vice chiefs
of the three services are empowered to
continue with the emergency revenue
procurement, as and when required, to
maintain optimal stockpiles without
taking clearances from the Defence
Acquisitions Council.

Lt Gen Ata Hasnain is a former GOC
of India’s Srinagar based 15 Corps. He is

now associated with Vivekanand
International Foundation and the

Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies.
This article was first published in

Swarajyamag.com of 26 May 2018 and
is republished here with the author’s

permission.
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Since the decade when the Dalai Lama
crossed the border at Khenzimane on
March 31, 1959, and entered India, the
issue of Tibet has been on a perpetual
simmer between India and China. In
the 60 years since, Tibet remains the
core of tensions seething at the political
and military levels. On the diplomatic
front, the complexities surrounding the
Tibet issue have emerged once again
with a for-mal circular reportedly being
passed around to government officials
and functionaries advising them to
maintain distance from the upcoming
events commemorating six decades of
Dalai Lama’s passage from Tibet and
making India his second home.
Following the uproar over the

reportedly leaked circular, the Indian
Ministry of External Affairs was quick to
clarify and reiterate that India’s position
on the Dalai Lama remained consistent
– that of him being a revered religious
leader who has been accorded all
freedom to carry out religious activities
in India. What remains significant was
MEA’s tacit acceptance of issuing and
circulating the formal note, given that it
did not deny issuing the said directive.

This only goes on to signifying the
implicit message that India’s latest
policy tool to ‘deal’ with China is its
attempt to placate Beijing on multiple
fronts. Pushing Tibet and the Dalai
Lama’s events away from the spotlight
in Delhi to the quaint and politically
uneventful location of Dharamsala
appears a part of that larger strategy.
Besides, the immediate agenda could
be Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit
to Qingdao in June to attend the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization
summit, amid other speculations that
suggest Modi’s official visit to China
happening as early as April.
India and its policymakers are

hunting for options to repair the Sino-
Indian relationship which ex-perienced
perhaps its roughest patch over the
Doklam standoff last summer, since the
1962 war. The question is, what are the
areas that New Delhi seems to have
identified, wherein it expects China to
hand it a quid pro quo treatment for the
‘Tibet relief’ that it seemingly has
provided Beijing? Any outlandish hope

of India expecting being paid back in
terms of diplomatic dividends for this
move might just be heading to a crash.
For starters, would it be at the

Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) – where
it is all too well known and
acknowledged that India’s NSG
membership getting through remains
bleak given China’s tenacious
obstruction and antagonism to Delhi’s
candidature. China is known to have
blocked a consensus vote on India’s
application for membership and is
decidedly prepared to scuttle New
Delhi’s application, even if it has to be
the last man standing. China’s will
continue to deny India an entry into the
NSG club, at any cost.
Secondly, is India expecting a quid

pro quo in its fight against terrorism,
wherein Beijing is officially
stonewalling Indian attempts to brand
Masood Azhar as a global terrorist? As
recently as No-vember 2017, China
blocked listing of Pakistan-based Jaish-
e-Mohammed chief and Pathankot ter-
ror attack mastermind Azhar as a global
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APPEASEMENT DOES NOT
WORK WITH CHINA

Dr. Monika Chansoria

AFTER ALL, CHINA HAS SUCCESSFULLY EMPLOYED
ITS TRADITIONAL CONCEPT AND STRATEGY OF
‘SHI’ THAT EXPLOITS THE ‘STRATEGIC
CONFIGURATION OF POWER’ TO ITS ADVANTAGE,
WHILE MAXIMISING ITS ABILITY TO PRESERVE ITS
OWN STRENGTH. THE STRATEGY OF ‘SHI’ ALSO
ADVOCATES ENGAGING THE ADVERSARY IN ‘QI’
(EXTRAORDINARY) WAYS AND DEVELOPING A WIN-
WIN SITUATION TO ACHIEVE POLITICAL AND
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES.
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terrorist by the UN under the Al-Qaeda
Sanctions Commit-tee of the Council.
This is the second year in succession
that China has blocked the resolution.
Third, and perhaps most significant,

is China’s Belt and Road Initiative. Is
India expecting a quid pro quo on the
BRI project, especially the section of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
running through the Indian territory of
Pakistan-occupied-Kashmir? With the
amount of economic and political
capital invested by the Xi
administration in the BRI project, there
is no way that China would relent to
Delhi’s objections on the BRI corridor
running through PoK since placing
Delhi’s sovereignty and territorial
integrity under strain suits Beijing’s
South Asia strategy, politico-
diplomatically, and adds pressure on
Indian Armed Forces in the
conventional deterrence equation vis-
à-vis a two-front scenario. China's
dealings with the outside world hinge

upon three discernible policy stands
that essentially constitute the basis of
Beijing’s claim to legitimacy, namely;
the so-called unequal treaties;
nationalism; and sovereignty.
After all, China has successfully

employed its traditional concept and
strategy of ‘shi’ that exploits the
‘strategic configuration of power’ to its
advantage, while maximising its ability
to preserve its own strength. The
strategy of ‘shi’ also advocates engaging
the adversary in ‘qi’ (extraordinary)
ways and developing a win-win
situation to achieve political and
strategic objectives.
Over the past decade and more,

China has managed to gradually create
a situation where India finds itself
gripped, politico-diplomatically, and
militarily. As Chinese influence and
presence inside, and around, South Asia
increases, the hard realities outlined
above need to be dealt with
pragmatically. India needs to rethink its

policy before it loses leverage far
beyond repairable standards. In its aim
and ambition to redraw borders and
expand its sphere of influence, Beijing
inevitably is engaged in a wholesale
revision of its foreign policy.
The policy of handing over olive

branches to Beijing without any terms
and conditions would not constitute
prudence. It is time for New Delhi to
revisit the theoretical roots of India’s
strategic thinking and orientation that
lie in the ‘Arthashastra’ and delineate
theories of statecraft, diplomacy,
strategy, and prerequisites of politics
and power, in the realist paradigm.

Dr. Monika Chansoria is a Tokyo-
based Senior Visiting Fellow at The

Japan Institute of International Affairs.
This article originally appeared in the
Deccan Herald newspaper on March
22, 2018 and is republished with the

permission of the author.
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As part of its ‘Four Modernisations’, the
modernisation of the Chinese Military
has made China a force to reckon with.
With its ever growing strength, the
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has
resorted to flexing its muscles
throughout Asia, in the South China Sea
and also in the Indian Ocean Region
(IOR). In the High Himalayas, when the
Doklam crisis took place in June last
year, it was the Chinese media led by
the state owned Global Times which
went ballistic and continuously used
threatening language to browbeat India
to submission. The Chinese
Ambassador to India also echoed the
Global Times as did some in the
Chinese foreign ministry. But the
Indians held firm, forcing the Chinese
to change tack till eventually the stand
off was eased with the Chinese backing
off on the construction of a road inside
Bhutanese territory — the cause célèbre

that led to the face off.
Why did the Chinese back off? This

question has yet not been answered
with any degree of certainty, but the fact
that China did not pursue the military
option to settle its claim over Bhutanese
territory points to the fact that its ability
to project conventional military power
beyond its periphery remains limited.
What China appears to have

mastered is the ability to wage
psychological warfare. As propounded
in Chinese writings, the ‘Three
Warfares’ form an important
constituent of conflict and can occur at
the tactical, operational, or strategic
level. Waged against an enemy
population as also against its political
and military leadership, it also targets
third party leaders and populations, in
order to encourage support for one’s
own side, while simultaneously
discouraging or dissuading them from
supporting an opponent. Along with
psychological warfare, the Chinese

advocate public opinion and legal
warfare. The former (yulunzhan) refers
to the use of various mass information
channels, including the Internet,
television, radio, newspapers, movies,
and other forms of media, to generate
public support both at home and
abroad for one’s own position and
create opposition to one’s enemy. The
latter (faluzhan) is the use of domestic
law, the laws of armed conflict, and
international law to seek a legal basis
for one’s actions. A combination of
the“three warfares”constitutes a form
of defence-in-depth — one that is
executed temporally (in order to delay
an opponent) and politically (by
fomenting public disagreement and
doubt), rather than physically. This is
what China attempted in Doklam — a
strategy it continues to use in its
disputes with all its neighbours, where
force is not applied ab initio.
This off course, does not mean that

China will not use the military option to
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GAME OF THRONES? 
THE INDIA-CHINA RESET
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BESIDES NUCLEAR CAPABILITY, PLARF IS ALSO
FOCUSED ON ENHANCING ITS CONVENTIONAL
MISSILES CAPABILITY TO ACHIEVE BETTER AND
QUICKER RESPONSE TO EMERGING SITUATIONS,
LONGER RANGES, ENHANCED ACCURACY AND
ABILITY TO DEFEAT HOSTILE MISSILE DEFENCE
SYSTEMS. ACCORDING TO THE U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF DEFENSE, PLARF DEPLOYS DF-16 MISSILES
WITH A RANGE OF ABOUT 800–1,000 KM,
CONVENTIONAL DF-21 MRBMS, AND THE DF-21D
ANTI-SHIP BALLISTIC MISSILE. 
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enforce its claims. It simply means that
China’s use of force will be contingent
on its ability to achieve a favourable
outcome without disproportionate
cost. In the Indian context, it remains
highly probable that China will exercise
the military option to enforce its
territorial claims, once the Chinese
military has the confidence that it can
win a military conflict with India. It also
means that an India-China conflict can
be averted if India remains strong
enough militarily to defend its
territorial interests.

The Military Balance
China’s defence budget of 2017 at USD
151 billion stood at three times that of
India’s defence budget of USD 51
billion. In terms of manpower, both
nations are similarly placed, but in
terms of self propelled artillery,
armoured fighting vehicles, attack

helicopters, fighter aircraft and
missiles, the Chinese military has a
distinct advantage over India. But
numbers by themselves do not tell the
whole picture. China has multiple
challenges along its vast land borders as
also on its sea coast. Of criticality to
India is Chinese combat capability over
the Tibetan Plateau and on its borders
with India in Ladakh. Chinese air
capability is being discussed in another
article in this issue of SALUTE
magazine so it will not be expanded
upon here. In terms of ground forces,
India as of now, is in a reasonable
position to ward off any Chinese
military threat at least up to 2025 or so.
In the immediate future therefore, the
prospects of an India-China war appear
less likely.
But the worrying concerns for any

Indian military analyst is the consistent
increase in Chinese military spending

over the last few decades. Since the
early 1990s, China has steadily
increased resources for the defence
sector. Its defence budget for 2005, at
approx. 30 billion dollars stood at
double the figure for 2000. Since then,
in real terms, the official defence
budget has increased in double digits.
The published military budget for 2011
was USD 91.5 billion, but this did not
include foreign weapons procurement,
expenses for the paramilitary People’s
Armed Police, funding to support
nuclear weapon stockpiles and the
Second Artillery, now called PLARF
(People’s Liberation Army Rocket
Force), since the reorganisation of the
PLA on 31 December 2015. The latest
defence budget now stands at a
whopping USD 151 billion. When
compared with India’s defence budget
which has remained stagnant for many
years in real terms, we are fast
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approaching a situation where the
Chinese will have not only a
quantitative edge over India but a
qualitative edge as well. They may then
resort to the use of force to take the
areas they claim as their own.
Chinese military capability is

reflected in its growing nuclear arsenal.
In its 90th anniversary parade in 2017,
the PLA unveiled the PLARF’s new DF-
31AG intercontinental ballistic missile
(ICBM), which featured improved
launchers and greater mobility. The
PLARF’s DF-26 intermediate-range
ballistic missile (IRBM) has nuclear and
conventional precision strike
capabilities and is also available in a
conventional anti-ship version. China is
now developing the DF-41, a road-
mobile ICBM capable of carrying
multiple independently targetable
reentry vehicles (MIRVs), and
hypersonic glide vehicles (HGVs) for
strategic deterrence and regional strike
missions. The elevation of PLARF to the
level of a full service is likely to further
strengthen the position of the Rocket
Forces as the cornerstone of China’s
nuclear deterrent and the leading edge
of its regional conventional strike
capabilities.
Besides nuclear capability, PLARF is

also focused on enhancing its
conventional missiles capability to
achieve better and quicker response to
emerging situations, longer ranges,
enhanced accuracy and ability to defeat
hostile missile defence systems.
According to the U.S. Department of
Defense, PLARF deploys DF-16 missiles
with a range of about 800–1,000 km,
conventional DF-21 MRBMs, and the
DF-21D anti-ship ballistic missile. In
addition, the Rocket Force has about
1,200 short-range ballistic missiles and
a number of CJ-10 ground-launched
cruise missiles with a range of about
1,500 km. Improvements in PLARF
capabilities include an improved C4ISR
structure and command automation
capabilities. This has been achieved
through laying of thousands of
kilometres of fibre optic cable, the
deployment of mobile command

systems and the “integrated command
platform,” all designed to yield
improvements in joint campaign
command and control and operations.
The Chinese have also advanced in

leaps and bounds in their space warfare
capability, which allows China to effect
space deterrence. Such deterrence
would not take place in a vacuum but
would form part of a holistic offensive
package that would inter alia include
besides the full range of the PLA, all
assets in the economic, diplomatic,
political and cyber domain, available to
the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). In
all probability, China would apply its
space warfare capabilities months or at
times even years ahead of actual
conflict, with an attempt to influence
an opponent’s decision-making and
reduce its advantage in space.Chinese
writings on the subject view space
domination as a full range of measures,
involving both hard and soft-kill
options aimed at the satellites, the
terrestrial infrastructure of launch sites;
tracking, telemetry, and control (TT&C)
facilities; and the data links that bind
the system together. They also view
space operations as integrated
operations, by which is meant the
integration ofcivil and military assets
and integration of space capabilities
with those of land, sea, and air forces,
with the goal of generating synergies
that will lead to space dominance.
As far as the Chinese Navy is

concerned, the PLAN (People’s
Liberation Army - Navy) is expanding
the geographic reach of its military
operations, in alignment with their
1982 maritime strategic plan to assume
control of the Pacific and Indian Oceans
by 2040.Increased PLAN capabilities are
reflected in their advanced submarines,
integrated air defence systems, and the
development of the DF-21D, land-
based anti-ship ballistic missile.
While the focus of China’s military

modernisation in the near term appears
to be preparing for potential conflict in
the Taiwan Strait, analysis of Chinese
military acquisitions also suggests the
PLA is generating military capabilities

that go beyond a Taiwan scenario. How
can this impact on India? A possible
conflict with India could unfold as
under:
• China would set the strategic stage

of the conflict through the ‘three
warfares,’ well before onset of
hostilities.
• This would be followed by a series of

sequential actions aimed at conflict
resolution on Chinese terms with inbuilt
conflict control mechanisms. These
could include cyber attacks to hit at
Indian financial and economic
institutions, exploiting the full range of
space warfare capabilities to achieve
space dominance, concentrated SRBM
attack at key command and
communication nodes and Integrated
Network Electronic Warfare operations
along with limited kinetic strikes against
key C4 nodes to disrupt Indian
battlefield network information systems.
• Build up of troops in the Tibetan

Plateau would take place
simultaneously for ground action if the
objectives have not been met by the
means employed earlier. Thereafter, we
could expect a conventional military
conflict.
From the Indian viewpoint, the

conduct of a successful defensive battle
would require negating Chinese actions
at each stage. We would require very
high capability in NCW, EW and space
warfare. It is also essential that the IAF
has dominance over the Tibetan
Plateau if a successful defensive battle
is to be fought. Artillery voids need to be
made up at the earliest and logistics
capability enhanced to defeat any
Chinese designs on our Northern and
Eastern borders. The real threat is not
from the number of divisions which the
Chinese can amass but from enhanced
technological capabilities which we
need to match and surpass.
India needs time to develop its

indigenous capability to thwart any
designs on our land borders. Post
Doklam, which resulted in a distinct
cooling of relations between the two
countries, the recent visit of India’s
premier to Wuhan to meet Chinese
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President Xi Jin Ping was designed to set
the stage for a new starting point in the
relationship. Such a relationship is
however fraught with multiple
challenges. For one, China’s forays into
the Indian Ocean is viewed with
suspicion by India, forcing India to look
at alternatives to Chinese led economic
integration. The idea of the ‘Quad’ thus
finds resonance, with India, the US,
Australia and Japan looking at ways to
counter a potential Chinese threat to
the ‘rules based order’ in the Indo-
Pacific. India has also inked logistics
pacts with Singapore, the United States,
and France towards that end. As India’s
interests in what it considers as its
strategic backyard, overlap with what
the Chinese view as their strategic
periphery, concerns naturally arise of
increased friction which could lead to
conflict, unless managed. China
remains concerned about Delhi’s rise as
a major power in Asia. It is
uncomfortable with the thought that
the Indo-U.S. strategic convergence
could allow India to overcome its
technological limitations and attain
capabilities on par with China’s. For
long, China has tried to hyphenate

India with Pakistan and has used the
latter to keep India confined to the
backwaters of South Asia. India
assuming parity with China is thus
anathema to the latter.
Writing on the issue, Aparna Pande,

in an article published in the American
Interest, titled “India and China: The
risks of a reset,” posits that a reset in the
relationship at this stage is likely to
benefit China far more than India. As
per Pande, India should be wary of
China’s charm offensive, as it is
designed to obscure its fundamentally
hostile actions. The strategy that Beijing
adopts is to instigate a minor conflict
(Doklam), then, display aggression,
summoning traditional and social
media platforms to create a major stir
(Three Warfares?), and then, after
enough time has elapsed, offer talks or
back off, playing the role of the
conciliatory peacemaker. This allows
the Chinese to play peacemakers to
something which they themselves have
initiated, which will enhance Chinese
prestige without having conceded even
an inch of territory. India needs to be
wary of the trap, as what China is
attempting is getting a foothold in the

IOR, which has been traditionally
India’s backyard. Delhi’s willingness to
accommodate Beijing, thus can only
hurt Indian interests.
Evidently, larger games are being

played out in the region, reminiscent of
the Great Game that was played out a
couple of centuries earlier between
Czarist Russia and Imperial Britain.
China sees India as a rival which has the
resources to manage China’s increasing
presence in the IOR though dissuasion,
deterrence or through strategic alliances.
A land based conflict however would be
harder for India to manage, as India
would have to depend exclusively on its
own military capability. So long as India
has the potential to make an adventure
over the high Himalayas a very costly
proposition for China, the possibility of a
land conflict will remain at the lower end
of the probability curve. The answer for
India hence lies in being military strong
to thwart any Chinese misadventure on
land and to have strong alliances to
thwart Chinese hegemony in the Indian
Ocean. For that India needs time to build
its indigenous capability. So does China.
We can thus an interesting variants of
the Great Game in the coming decade.
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The Doklam stand-off brought out the
reality yet again, that the Sino-Indian
border dispute is one of the major
deterrents in peaceful co-existence of
the two Asian giants. The stand-off
reminded everyone the 1962 episode of
China’s incursion (may be that was the
idea) and raised questions about
possibility of China initiating a fresh
military conflict in the near or mid-
term in support of its territorial claims.
The difference between 1962 and 2018
is that India did not use air power then
but now it is only air power that will be
decisive factor in such kind of conflict.
This brief article attempts to do a
comparative analysis of IAF and
People’s Liberation Army Air Force
(PLAAF) and their relative capabilities
in the Tibetan Autonomous Region
(TAR).

The PLAAF in Tibet
The PLAAF has 14 Air Bases available

within the Tibet Autonomous Region
(TAR) and Xinjiang, besides another 20
airfields in the region, which can be
further upgraded for military activity.
While most of these airfields are used by
civilian aircraft, Gonggar at Lhasa is the
primary operating base for undertaking
combat operations in Tibet. However, in
a tactical shift over the last few years,
the PLAAF has begun developing
infrastructure and operating from dual
use airfields at Ngari Gunsa, Nyingchi
Mainling, Qamdo Bamda, Shigatse and
Nagqu Dagring in the Western Theatre
Commnad (WTC). Of these, Shigatse is
being converted for all weather
operations like at Gonggar, followed in
the future probably by Ngari Gunsa.
Although no frontline PLAAF fighter
elements are based there, regular
rotation deployments to Tibet are an
important part of the training doctrine,
with most formations usually coming
from the former Chengdu MR. High

altitude of these airfields considerably
restricts performance of these jets and
China is likely to develop additional all-
weather strips in the future. With
threats from the Indian Air Force in
mind, a quick reaction element of J-
11A/B or Su-27SKs is always available at
the Gonggar air force base at Lhasa.
However, a Google-eye scrutiny of

the airfields in the TAR would reveal
that while adequate runway lengths
have been provided to compensate for
the ‘altitude factor’, most airfields have
only rudimentary support
infrastructure which would make it
difficult for the PLAAF to carry out
large-scale air operations in a sustained
manner in Tibet. The PLAAF aircraft
would also be handicapped in terms of
payload capabilities while operating
from high altitude airfields in Tibet.
Also, PLAAF does not have adequate
flight-refuelling capabilities, allowing
only limited number of aircraft to get
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airborne with full payload but partial
fuel and then refuel in the air to reach
distant assigned targets.
The PLAAF Air Defence component

in the WTC comprises of two Air
Regiments of J-11A/B/BS (98th AR and
111th Brigade) and one mixed
Regiment of Su-27SK and J-11Bs (16th
AR). By 2020, there will be a minimum
of three Operational Readiness
Platform (ORP) detachments with at
least eight aircraft available all through
the year in Tibet, with probably a full-
time squadron deployment at Shigatse
by 2025.

The IAF in Area Of
Responsibility (AOR)
The IAF has over the years developed its
air bases all along the Chinese border
while carefully and tactically deploying
many Su-30 squadrons keeping the
geographical location and range in mind.
The quick reaction capabilities are often
checked in form of scrambling the aircraft
from ORPs and much of successful
launches were seen during ‘Exercise
Gaganshakti’. Upgraded Mirages, Su-30s
and all fighters including LCAs proved
their worth in designated roles and the
performance was assessed positively. Few
missions were flown with max loads,
many missions had Air to Air Refuelling
(AAR) practices and live targeting were
witnessed by none other than the Raksha
Mantri herself. Other than fighters
squadrons, helicopter units and transport
bases also have been active in operations
in this area. The para drop sorties in far
flung areas of NE and Ladakh and landing
of advanced transport aircraft of IAF on
Advanced Landing Grounds (ALG) has
been keeping the confidence and morale
up of Indian forces. One must look at the
sustaining stamina of ground forces also
which can only be possible by active and
continuous support by air lift capability of
men and material. The same potential
was critically examined during
Gaganshakti and results were
encouraging.

Who Has the Edge
As discussed before about the

topography, the Tibetan plateau is
rightly referred to as roof of the world,
with an air density of 20-30% compared
to sea level. The high altitude nature of
Chinese airfields in Tibet, along with
prevalent extreme climatic conditions
seriously restrains the performance of
aircraft, which reduces the effective
payload capacity and combat radius by
an average of 50%. Additionally, the
PLAAF’s Su-27/30/ J-11/J-10s face a
reduced look-down radar detection
capability in the mountainous terrain,
leaving the PLAAF’s meaningful early
warning capability limited to medium
and high altitudes. This is not helped by
the five ground based radar regiments
deployed in Tibet and South Xinjiang,
which face the same detection issues

and are unable to cover the entire
Indo–China border. Operating from
airfields located near sea level
elevations in plains, the IAF has no such
restrictions and has the capability to
effectively undertake deep penetration
and air superiority missions in the
Tibetan Autonomous Region with full
complement of payload and fuel. The
IAF Su-30MKIs and Mirage 2000s, along
with soon-to-be inducted Dassault
Rafales and Tejas have a technology
edge over the existing Chinese combat
jets deployed in the WTC. Operating
under the IAF’s Integrated Air
Command & Control System,

supported by the Airborne Warning and
Control System (AWACS), small groups
of Su-30MKI/ Mirage 2000 will be able
to counter larger PLAAF forces,
confining the Chinese to anchored
ground based radar cover around key
communication nodes. While the IAF
shares Russian supplied weapon
heritage with the PLAAF, combat
efficacy of home-produced Chinese
weapons is yet to be tested in combat.
On the other hand, if China does

decide to teach India another ‘lesson’ in
Tibet, it would bank heavily on its
tremendous infrastructure to mobilise
its ground forces and support elements
to overwhelm Indian defences. Due to
inadequate ground infrastructure on its
side, the Indian army would also have to

bank heavily on the ‘air’ for maintenance
and logistic support. Both the PLAAF
and the IAF, having already achieved a
certain level of modernisation (although
in differing degrees) would try to achieve
air dominance/air superiority by
conducting DEAD/SEAD (Destruction/
Suppression of Enemy Air Defences) and
counter-air operations against each
other.
The PLA could resort to the use of its

superior tactical ballistic/cruise missiles
and unmanned drones with
conventional warheads in these missions
to offset the shortcomings of its air force.
However, missiles are handicapped
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because of their having only a single-shot
capability. Therefore, if the IAF improves
on its already existing facilities to ensure
proper active/passive AD and
rehabilitation capabilities at its airfields
and radar sites, it could well weather the
Chinese onslaught. Alongside, it could
use this very shortcoming of the PLAAF
to its advantage to achieve air
superiority/favourable air situation in
the battle zone. Once this is achieved, the
IAF could not only remove the danger of
PLAAF interfering with ground
operations, but also provide much
needed close air support to the Indian
army to help it ward off numerically
larger Chinese ground forces. In this
scenario, even a stalemate without loss of
territory on either side would be
tantamount to a strategic victory for
India.
However, under constant leadership

of its President Xi, China is on upward
graph of modernisation of PLAAF and
the balance will tilt towards the Chinese
once the stealthy J-20 becomes
operational, backed by increased
number of AWACS and refuelling types
based on the Y-20 platform, which has a
good high altitude operational

capability. The IAF however is expected
to maintain its combat edge in multi
mission training at least till 2030, with
autonomy of effort, unlike Chinese air
crew who are still largely dependent on
a ground control AD environment. The
IAF focuses much more on experience
in air combat and varied weapon
delivery, backed by exposure at
multinational exercises, to maintain a
‘qualitative’ edge over its foes. Though
the Chinese have started training
towards combat scenarios associated
with newer training modules, including
flying under challenging environmental

conditions and combat autonomy, the
resultant honing of aircrew standards
will be only visible after 2030. As
Squadron Leader Sameer Joshi (retd)
said in his monograph in Vayu
magazine, “Terrain, Technology &
Training, will assuredly give IAF an edge
over the PLAAF in Tibet and southern
Xinjiang, counterbalancing numerical
superiority of the PLAAF, at least for
some years to come”.

Wg Cdr Vikas Kalyani is a Senior
Research Fellow at India Foundation.

The views expressed are personal.
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The first assumption that a casual
observer makes when Tibet is spoken
off is that the issue being discussed is a
political one. However, when we
consider Tibet in environmental terms,
it becomes more of an existential issue
than a political one. This is an issue
which needs desperate attention as
Tibet’s environment is the concern of
not only the Tibetans but of Asia and
the world at large.

Tibet, the third largest reservoir of
freshwater on earth, is the source of
some of Asia’s most vital rivers: Yangtze,
Mekong, Yarlung Tsangpo
(Brahmaputra) to name but a few. By
Buckley’s estimation, the survival of
more than 750 million people in
nations downstream — India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Burma, Laos, Cambodia
depend on waters originating in
Chinese controlled territory, Tibet. By
aggressively damming transboundary
rivers and curtailing their flow, China

has not only jeopardised Tibet’s fragile
ecology, it also has gained some sort of
political leverage over the downstream
nations.

There had been several reports in
past, raising the concern about decline
in quantity of water in many of the
rivers flowing from Tibet to South Asia
and South East Asia which has been a
result of decline in the formation of
glaciers in Tibet and in the Himalayas.
The rivers in Himalayan region had not
only been declining but according to
recent studies — including several by
the Chinese Academy of Sciences —
have documented a host of serious
environmental challenges to the
quantity and quality of Tibet’s
freshwater reserves, most of them
caused by industrial activities.
Deforestation has led to large-scale
erosion and siltation. Mining,
manufacturing, and other human
activities are producing record levels of
air and water pollution in Tibet.

Unfortunately, Beijing has never
been transparent enough to share
hydrological data with the downstream
nations. Apart from above mentioned
factors, the heavy construction of dams
on the various rivers in Tibet
Autonomous Region has been the key
factor of environmental threat. China
has constructed dams on Mekong River,
Lhasa River, Yellow River and the
Brahmaputra River. Tibet being the
highest plateau of the world had always
been delicate and it cannot absorb such
heavy damming, river water diversion
projects, mining and transportation,
industrial and other related activities.
Such activities may lead to receding

glaciers in Tibet and in the Himalayas.
Therefore, any distortion in the ecology
of Tibet and its delicate river system is
likely to affect the global environment.

In 1972, the Chinese Academy of
Sciences created the Qinghai-Tibet
Plateau Comprehensive Scientific
Expedition which in part studied
conditions in the Tsangpo-
Brahmaputra River basin. The study
concluded that 114,000 MW of
hydroelectric power generation
capacity could be established in the
basin, 79,000 MW from the main stem
alone. A more in-depth hydrological
study began in 1980 which identified 12
sites for dams. Thus, giving a future idea
of first major dam to be built on the
river Brahmaputra supporting 510 MW
power station. Construction began in
2009 and the first generator was
commissioned in November 2014. The
last became operational on 13 October
2015. In January 2013 China approved
three more dams on the river as part of
its Twelfth Five Year Plan. Dagu (640
MW) and Jiexu (560 MW) dams will be
constructed upstream of Zangmu and
the Jiacha dam (320 MW) downstream.

The Mekong is already heavily
dammed, with many more dams
planned and under construction. China
has already built eight hydropower
dams on the Mekong mainstream since
1995. As of November 2016, China had
five more under construction, and
another 11 planned or proposed. The
international Lancang-Mekong River
navigation improvement plan for 2015-
2025, conceived by China, Myanmar,
Lao, and Thailand, aims to the make the
river more navigable for 500-tonne
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cargo ships sailing the river from
Yunnan to Luang, a distance of 890
kilometres. China has been the driving
force behind the demolition plan as it
aims to expand trade in the area with
larger cargo ships. The plan is split into
two phases. The first phase, from 2015-
2020, involves a survey, a design, and an
assessment of the environmental and
social impacts of the project. These
have to be approved by the four
countries involved, China, Laos,
Myanmar, Thailand. The second phase
(2020-2025) involves navigational
improvements from Simao in China to
243 border posts in China and
Myanmar, a distance of 259 km.

China’s decision to dam all the major
rivers originating on the Tibetan
plateau has invited strong reactions in
various Asian capitals from Islamabad

to Hanoi. China has also drawn strong
opposition from 263 international non-
governmental organisations (NGOs) for
its effort to construct dams on the
Mekong River.

Tibet’s water resources is said to have
become an increasingly crucial
strategic political and cultural element
that the Chinese are intent on
managing and controlling. But how
long that frozen reservoir will last is in
doubt. In attempting to solve its own
water problems, China could
potentially create widespread water
shortages among its neighbours. The
IPCC warned a year ago that the glaciers
in the world’s highest mountain range
could vanish within three decades.
“Glaciers in the Himalayas are receding
faster than in any other part of the
world and, if the present rate continues,

the likelihood of them disappearing by
the year 2035 and perhaps sooner is
very high if the earth keeps getting
warmer at the current rate,” the report
said.

China has not yet signed the 1997
UN Convention on the Law of the Non-
Navigational Uses of International
Waterways and it continues to carry its
destruction of environment in the
name of development at the cost of
livelihood of nearly 2 billion people
living in Afghanistan, the Ganga-
Brahmaputra-Meghana basin and the
Mekong basin countries including Laos,
Cambodia, Thailand and Vietnam. The
world should stand up and take notice.
Our future is at stake.

The author is a Research Fellow at
India Foundation.
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After graduation from Armed Forces
Medical College on 6 December 1984
and completing a year’s mandatory
internship in Military Hospital Jabalpur,
I was licensed as a general practitioner.
My first posting was as regimental
medical officer (RMO) with 15 Dogra –an
infantry unit. In this brief
communication, I will be highlighting
the medical aspects of my first tenure as
a general practitioner which was
essentially for providing primary health
care to troops, their dependents, some
families, emergency medical care to
civilians and also periodic outpatient
care to civil society for image building
and altruism. My three years as RMO
which spanned three countries India,
Bhutan and Sri Lanka is associated with
some unique experiences that I will
treasure till I die. It was the era of clinical
diagnosis without ECG, radiology and
laboratory support in the field area. In
this setting research would have been a
difficult proposition unlike today’s era of
tertiary care when diagnostics are
indispensable even for primary
healthcare.
Immediately after completing a

mandatory basic military course in

Lucknow, I moved to my next
appointment somewhere in Northeast
India. I was stationed in the Battalion
Headquarters (Bn HQ) with my office in
the unit medical inspection (MI) room in
March 1986. Thirtytwo years back the
facilities available included a mercury
sphygmomanometer, oxygen cylinders,
basic surgical facilities to drain an
abscess or suture trivial wounds,
intravenous fluids, lyophilized plasma,
narcotic analgesics, mostly oral
antibiotics, anti–malarial drugs
including injectable formulations of
quinine and chloroquine and usual
medications for a remotely located MI
room as the nearest hospital was
eight–ten hours away by surface
transport. The unit which had 13 posts
was deployed over three hill ranges and a
valley.  Other than the MI room in Bn
HQ, medical care was provided through
the medical platoon, popularly also
called the “Band Platoon” which
comprised of infantry soldiers whose
duties included dishing out labeled
medicines, recording body temperature,
wound dressing, communication of
patient symptoms through wireless
communication to me or to trained
nursing assistants in MI Room. The
members of Band Platoon could
administer intramuscular drugs if it was
an absolute necessity. My “sick report”
comprised of jawans from the Bn HQ,
civilians staying in vicinity, jawans
coming in by military convoy from other
posts which were all 4-6 hours away. As
we were located in the East, daylight
hours were short and movement was
possible only between 0500-1500 hours
Indian Standard Time. If there were two
nursing assistants in Bn HQ, one was
sent out with troops for patrolling,
military exercises and sometimes
retained for short durations at remote
posts to provide confidence to the

troops. All personnel were on weekly
prophylaxis with Amodiaquine.
The nearest military hospital had the

capacity to provide all basic specialty
care including a good intensive care
unit, operation theatre, internal
medicine specialist, and an excellent
surgeon. In those good old days,
competent surgeons would take on
anything from vagotomy,
pyelolithotomy, cholecystectomy to
internal fixation of comminuted
fractures — as those days were not of
tertiary health care. In addition to this,
excellent air evacuation facilities were
available during daylight hours if
weather conditions permitted. Kudos to
the higher formation for always
supporting timely evacuation of
patients. Of course, I had to be
reasonably sure that the patient
warranted air evacuation. There was a
government primary health centre
located on higher hill — 500 meters as
the crow flies but would have taken 40
minutes of travel by a military jeep.

April 1986: I was reading in my cabin on
a Sunday afternoon when suddenly
there was a thunderstorm which was
soon followed by lightning and gusty
showers. The Adjutant, who was residing
in an adjacent cabin, asked me to rush to
the MI room as one jawan who was
working in the communication “signal”
centre had been struck twice by
lightning. I immediately ran to the MI
room which was at a higher level and
almost 500 meters away. I found a jawan
on the floor in his shared
accommodation and a newly posted
young Nursing Assistant trying to revive
him by providing mouth-to-mouth
respiration. He had also set up an
intravenous (IV) lifeline with normal
saline. On checking his vitals, I found
that the pulse was not recordable and
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breathing labored.  Immediately I
administered two 1 ml vials of intra-
cardiac 1:1000 Adrenaline.
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation was
continued and after forty minutes when
his respiration became spontaneous, the
medical team headed by me was very
relieved. In the meanwhile, the Adjutant
had managed to get the civilian doctor
from primary health centre also to help
out with the resuscitation. The patient’s
vital parameters were restored, but he
was unable to speak out and only made
some unintelligent sounds. Other
soldiers commended our efforts but
were upset by the patient’s inability to
speak. As it was already past 1600 hours,
a decision was made to observe the
patient in the MI room itself. On the
following day he attended to all his daily
chores, apparently could hear others,
but still was unable to speak. Almost 36
hours later, he probably got out of the
shock and started speaking, much to our
relief. The only possible explanation for
his sudden aphasia that I have is intense
mental trauma, and not transient brain
hypoxia, which however can’t be entirely
ruled out.
Malaria was always a source of

concern. In the ensuing eight months
from May to December 1986 there were
13 patients of Plasmodium Falicprum
Malaria of which one patient had bizarre
manifestations. The soldier was holding
on to his abdomen and was complaining

of intense tummy pain followed by
uttering of incoherent sounds. The
second patient—a Junior Commissioned
Officer placed in a remote post in the
valley, had developed altered sensorium
along with high fever. Both patients were
confirmed to have cerebral malaria at
admission in the Military Hospital. I had
diagnosed them over the wireless on
basis of their symptoms combined with
intuition, because there was no way that
I could have gone and examined them
physically. Another patient who was
treated in his post by IV Quinine went on
to develop Blackwater Fever defined by
frank persistent hematuria. Twelve
patients were confirmed as Plasmodium
Falicprum Malaria by smear
examination in the Military Hospital
where they were evacuated by air. The
patient with Blackwater fever was
evacuated by surface transport after 72
hours treatment in the Unit. He too was
discharged with normal renal function.
It had been a very rewarding experience
to be able to treat/ provide timely
evacuation of all soldiers.
It was December 1986 and the troops

had to move to a new location. On the
very last day I was given some additional
responsibilities when a call came from a
remote post about a soldier with no
previous history of peptic ulcer disease,
complaining of dyspepsia with mild
abdominal pain. I asked the Band
Platoon representative to administer

antacids and keep me posted about his
health. Sometime after sunset, I got a call
which informed me, that the patient had
vomited twice and the pain which had
recurred was very severe. I asked the
administrative authorities to arrange for
his evacuation and also make
arrangements for me to accompany him
because I was suspecting a ruptured
peptic ulcer. This was corroborated by
the paramedic who said that the
abdomen felt hard.  I moved from Bn HQ
and the patient from his post. Our routes
were same after some 50 odd kilometers.
After accompanying the patient for six
hours we reached the Military Hospital
next day at 0400hrs. The operation
theatre had been activated by the
surgeon who had been informed about
my clinical suspicion. Immediately on
arrival the patient was resuscitated and
laparotomy performed. He was
discharged from the hospital
subsequently.
As part of goodwill to civil population

the medical team had undertaken
school health check for a primary school
which involved medical checkup of
approximately 500 children over three
days. In addition to many children with
severe malnutrition, skin diseases,
parasitic infestations, cleft lip, I was able
to identify clinically two children with
Dextrocardia on the basis of location of
their apex beat and heart sounds. One
soldier developed excruciating left sided
chest pain mimicking Myocardial
Infarction. He was evacuated to the
nearby Military Hospital where the
electrocardiogram (ECG) was normal
and a diagnosis of Myalgia Chest was
made.
It was to the good luck of the Unit that

we were handpicked to go to Bhutan for
three months from May to July 1987. I
was fortunate to have a proper built up
area where I saw patients including
families of soldiers from Royal Bhutan
Army. I was sitting in the MI room of
local unit when first few children with
crepitations and fever came to me. On
enquiring further history, I came to know
that this was post measles and one child
had succumbed to secondary
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pneumonia. In my tent at 9000 feet after
seeing the patient in OPD (Out Patient
Department), I pondered. The MI room
had injectable Ampicillin and the
challenge was to administer parenteral
antibiotics in a peripheral set up. Some
40 kilometers away in a Border Roads MI
Room a pediatrician was posted as RMO.
I called him and asked if I could use
parenteral Ampicillin safely in children
to which he replied in the affirmative.
Later in the afternoon I rushed to the MI
room and asked someone to call the
child’s parents along with the patient
himself. This was the beginning of
successful treatment of 5-6 children with
parenteral Ampicillin in a dose of 25-40
mg in 3-4 divided doses and it was very
satisfying to not lose even one child.
Three patients including a soldier from
Royal Bhutan Army with severe
gastroenteritis were also managed
aggressively with IV fluids and probably
parenteral antibiotics.
The unit then moved to Agartala and

remained there from July to December
1987. Agartala had both a Military
Hospital and also a Government
Hospital. After seeing my daily sick
report, I loved going there to see OPD as

well as ‘in patients’. I remember
administering adrenaline incorrectly to
an admitted patient and then praying
fervently that nothing should go wrong
— fortunately he survived. The same
soldier who was struck by lightning in
original Battalion location developed
severe left sided chest pain which was
refractory to IV morphine. After waiting
for a couple of hours he was referred to
the Military Hospital for admission with
a provisional diagnosis of Myalgia Chest.
The ECG was unremarkable and the
soldier was discharged after three days
of hospitalization.
The unit then moverd to Sri Lanka as

part of Operation Pawan. (February 1988
– March 1989) I was enveloped by a
feeling of utter helplessness when within
a month of induction into the island, five
soldiers were brought to the MI room
following mine blast injury. After
applying shell dressing and instituting IV
fluids, two were transferred to the nearby
hospital, but five died within minutes of
arrival. There were two young Tamil
women who were rendered first aid in
MI room -one following viper bite and
second for organophosphorus (OP)
poisoning. The former was treated

successfully, but the patient with OP
poisoning could not be revived after
initial recovery because the stock of
Atropine was exhausted.
In this brief account I have made an

endeavor to recollect and narrate some
of the memories as RMO of an Infantry
Battalion where my role was to provide
primary health care. The interaction
with Dogra troops was extremely cordial
and memories are indelible. It was
heartening to meet the battalion troops
in my two subsequent visits. Now things
have changed to some extent and point
of care diagnostics by way of ECG,
portable X-Ray and even defibrillators
are available but reflecting about those
days I think that I did my duties
reasonably well.

An ex AMC immunopathologist, Col
MN Mishra was RMO 15 Dogra for 3

years, worked with NHS for a year has a
passion for Deceased donor transplants.

He is presently working with Baptist
Christian Hospital in Tezpur as

Consultant Pathologist. The pics in this
article are for representational purposes

only. 
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It was 12 December 1971 and dusk was
gradually setting in. My unit, 4 GUARDS
had reached the eastern bank of the
Satyalakha River, which was the Eastern
boundary of Dacca in those days. There
were no bridges then and one had to
cross the river by ferry at Demra. The
battalion harboured for the night in an
area between Barpa and Rupsi and next
day, at first light, the CO, Lt Col
Himmeth Singh gave orders to the
battalion to send out patrols and
observation posts (OPs) to cover the
river bank from Barpa in the North to
Nagar Kachpur in the South, an area
about ten kilometres wide. These patrols
and OPs were small groups of four to
five other ranks (OR), led by an officer or
a JCO. Their task was to observe enemy
movement on the river and prevent him
from crossing it. The rest of the battalion
was concentrated at Demra, ready to
react to any enemy activity on the river
as observed and reported by our OPs
and patrols. Keeping the battalion
concentrated was a good decision as it
allowed us to slice through straight to
Dacca, once orders were received.

At about 7am one of the patrols
reported movement on the further bank
of the river. This was a group of seven to
eight men getting on a boat and waving
white flags. They were allowed to cross
and then were sent with a guide to the
battalion headquarter (HQ). They were
news correspondents, all from major
western agencies like, Time, Newsweek
and Washington Post. A day earlier, a
young Indian from the UNI, Jayant Ullal
who worked for the German Stern
magazine had joined us. From them we
came to know of the conditions inside
Dacca and the fear and panic that was
visible on the faces of the Pakistani
troops and their commanders. Less than
a week earlier they were extremely cocky
and were sure that they could halt the
Indian advance at the border itself. They
thus had made no plans for the defence
of the Capital. Our arrival at the door
steps of Dacca was totally unexpected
and came as a complete surprise both to
the Pakistan Army and the Western
press.

During the night, two artillery guns
arrived at our location, one was a 75mm
mountain gun of 65 Mountain Regiment
and the other was a 5.5inch medium
gun of 40 Medium Regiment. With the
help of local volunteers, they were
manhandled into position in suitable
places to fire on to likely enemy
positions inside Dacca. The first shot
was fired into Dacca by Lt Col Behl, CO
of 65 Mountain Regiment and was
recorded for posterity in a photograph
by Jayant Ullal. Although the artillery
build up was far from complete, General
Sagat Singh insisted that shelling of the
enemy in Dacca should commence
forthwith. The helicopter pilots had
quite a task to lift these guns, but they
accomplished the task with aplomb.

From the foreign correspondents, we
got first hand, eye witness, totally

unbiased accounts of the atrocities
committed by the Pakistan Army on the
Bengali population, particularly the
intellectuals, students and women
including teenage school girls. During
our advance from Agartala we had seen
hundreds of mutilated bodies of men,
women and even babies in the towns
and villages we had liberated on the
way, but now we came to know that this
genocide and rape was premeditated,
planned and executed at the behest of
the highest ranking Pakistani officers as
a matter of state policy. These western
correspondents had seen all this
happen in front of their own eyes but
their newspapers did not publish these
stories and their governments denied
them altogether! They also told us that
they had not been able to sleep a wink
since the beginning of the war and their
nerves were at a knife’s edge with the
constant day and night bombardment
by the IAF. According to them, all ranks
of the Pakistan army including senior
officers were a nervous and fearful lot.
More than the real damage, the 24x7
roar of our jets and bombardment
resulted in sleepless nights and
consequent loss of morale.

On the home bank of the Satyalakhya
River were several large villages and
small townships where pockets of
Pakistani troops who had been unable
to cross the river and get to the West
bank were trapped. Many of them
surrendered to us, but some held out,
fearful of being lynched by the locals
who were out in large numbers and who
had been joined by elements of the
Mukti Bahini who were armed. Some
women too had come out armed with
rifles, muzzle loading guns, axes,
swords, sickles and sticks! ‘C’ Company
under Major Tuffy Marwah was ordered
to clear these pockets of resistance at
Bhiakar and Nagar Kachpur which he
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did in the afternoon.
It is difficult to describe the scene

and the atmosphere for though we were
in the middle of the war, hundreds of
thousands of locals had converged on
our location. Many of them had come
from Dacca proper having crossed the
river in small fishing boats, punts and
some even having swum across. They
were all in a jubilant mood, shouting
singing and waving flags. The
atmosphere was that of a carnival rather
than that of a battlefield and rightfully
so because both the locals and we knew
that Dacca would soon be ours. The
jubilant roar of “Joy Bangla, Joy India”
from the crowd was probably being
heard in the heart of Dacca by Gen.
Niazi and Governor Malik!

It was now that we suffered some
serious casualties, and the incident
which I will recount brings out the
vicissitudes of war. We were pretty thin
on the ground, guarding a ten km

stretch of the river, as the other two
battalions of our brigade, 18 Rajput and
10 Bihar were yet to arrive. From one of
our observation posts (OP) we received
a report of an attempted crossing by the
enemy from the far bank. This OP was
led by a young officer, whom we shall
simply call 2Lt X. It also had one
detachment of 106 mm recoilless (RCL)
anti-tank gun. On receipt of the
reported attempted crossing, a platoon
of D company was sent to reinforce 
the OP.

2Lt X, was a twenty-two year old
short service officer who looked
nineteen and had joined the battalion a
few months earlier after being
commissioned from the Officer Training
School at Madras. His first appointment
was as a platoon commander in my
company. He was a very fine and
enthusiastic young man ever willing to
learn and take responsibility and I
became very fond of him. During the

time I was with the company, that is till
11 December when I was wounded, he
had shown exemplary courage and
initiative and I was going to recommend
him for a gallantry award. But on 13
December, things and fate went horribly
wrong for him.

The enemy force observed by 2Lt X
had by now crossed the river by a
steamer and was about a kilometre from
his position. The JCO in the OP position
now panicked and advised the young
officer to withdraw. So the position was
abandoned and the RCL gun too was left
behind. The enemy had possibly seen
this movement and they made straight
for the gun position and occupied it. To
make matters worse, from the
abandoned OP position they could
observe the platoon of ‘D’ company
moving to reinforce the OP position. The
Pakistanis opened mortar fire on them,
catching the troops by surprise. We lost
one jawan Killed in Action (KIA) and
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suffered 19 wounded in this incident.
The CO, Lt Col Himmeth Singh was

furious when he learned of the incident.
Commenting on this incident, Mukul
Deva in his book, “The Garud Strikes,”
writes that a rightfully furious CO
assembled whatever troops that were in
the vicinity, and ploughed into the
officer and JCO. Before the war,
Himmeth and some of us company
commanders had, whilst discussing  the
quality of courage, all come to the
conclusion that everyone in our
command had to know that they had
less to fear from the enemy than from
their own commanders should they
display any sign of weakness under
fire.War is not a pleasant romantic
excursion. Shorn of the glamour and
marching bands it is about killing or
being killed.

Both 2Lt X and the JCO were placed
under arrest and the CO asked for court
martial proceedings to be initiated
against them for deserting their post
and cowardice in the face of the enemy.
The charge, if upheld, could even invite
the death penalty. After the war, a
General Court Martial (GCM), prior to
which the customary Court of Inquiry
was held and then a Summary of
Evidence was recorded. It was a long
and  tortuous process during which
time both the officer and JCO were
attached to another unit as is the
custom in dealing with such cases. The
incident was disturbing to all in the unit,
and most of all to the CO himself. Many
officers including senior officers tried to
get Himmeth to drop the charges but he
was adamant that the law must take its
own course, otherwise a bad example
would be set for the future. Like me, he
too was fond of 2Lt X but he could not
ignore this dereliction of duty which had
had such serious consequences. While
he was convinced that the JCO was
more to blame as the officer was
inexperienced, but that alone plus his
performance earlier in the war could not
be an excuse to absolve him of the
blame. In the final analysis, it was the
officer who was in charge, and on his
shoulders, must rest the responsibility.

In due course, the GCM assembled.
The Court, after hearing the charges and
the witnesses dismissed the charges
against both the officer and JCO on the
grounds that a man cannot be punished
twice for the same offence. The court
accepted the argument put up by the
defence that as Col Himmeth had
publicly rebuked them both and also
had “ploughed into them” as mentioned
by Mukul Deva, they had already been
punished and hence could not be
punished again.

2Lt X was a fine young officer and I
was sorry for the humiliation and shame
he had to suffer. He belonged to a very
famous martial community from South
India and I am certain that his own
shame and humiliation hurt not only
him but also his family and community.

I was very happy that he was discharged
honourably by the court. The question
then arises: was Col Himmeth right or
wrong in ordering the officer to be tried
by a GCM?

In my view, the CO was right. This
then leads to the other question: was the
GCM wrong in dismissing the charges
against the officer? Here too, I believe
that the GCM was right. Now this may
appear contradictory as both cannot be
right, but in real life, especially in war,
there is no clear cut division between
what is black and what is white. Real life
is more like the stories in the
Mahabharata which are nuanced and
the difference between truth, right and
wrong can be different, depending upon
the point of view of the observer.

Like the Mahabharata, this story too
has a twist in the tale at the end. All
officers of the battalion who were
wounded or received gallantry awards
went home as majors, the rank they held

during the War. 2Lt X however, rose to
the rank of Brigadier which no other
officer of the battalion except the CO
who fought the war attained! This trend
was visible in the senior military
leadership as well! Some of the senior
officers whose performance was
exceptional, such as Lt Gen. Sagat Singh,
whose contribution to the victory of the
combined forces was second to none,
were bypassed for promotion. So was
Maj Gen. Ben Gonsalves. Others, like
Raina, Malhotra and Krishna Rao,
whose performance can at best be
described as pedestrian were promoted
to the highest rank. That too is a facet of
life which we cannot ignore.

To those who read this account, I
have tried to put as honest a view as
possible of the unfortunate incident

which is a part of my unit’s history. War
is a dirty business and our officers have
to bear a tremendous burden on their
young shoulders. Today is no different
from yesteryears, where out young
officers continue to distinguish
themselves through frontline
leadership. The bottom line however
remains: Lack of experience can never
be an excuse for abandonment of duty.
This facet of military leadership needs
no further reiteration. 

Commissioned in 4 Guards, Major
Chandrakant Singh, VrCis a veteran of
the 1971 Bangladesh Liberation War,
where he was wounded and awarded
the VrC for conspicuous gallantry and
courage displayed throughout the war.

Popularly called ‘Paunchy’ by his
friends, he took premature retirement
in 1977 and is now involved in writing
and speaking on environmental and

defence related issues.

On the home bank of the Satyalakhya River were several large
villages and small townships where pockets of Pakistani troops
who had been unable to cross the river and get to the West bank
were trapped. Many of them surrendered to us, but some held out,
fearful of being lynched by the locals who were out in large
numbers and who had been joined by elements of the Mukti Bahini
who were armed.
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DANCING IN THE RAIN

Monsoons evoke special emotions in
people. Whilst most eagerly await the
first showers of the season others fear
the fury that the weather Gods unleash
on an unsuspecting Earth. My
memories of monsoonal weather span
the period of my childhood when I
enjoyed playing in the rain to my career
in aviation when clouds and rains posed
a serious challenge. One episode during
my flying career comes to mind when I
was flying the Gnat aircraft, posted to
the Hawks operating from Hasimara.
It was June 1974. A detachment of

three aircraft was required to go to
Gorakhpur for Practice Interceptions
(PIs) using the locally based Canberra
aircraft as targets. Flight Lieutenant
‘Benji’ Benjamin, the Detachment
Commander, with Flying Officer ‘Dinky’
Shaheed had already left the previous
day. As my aircraft had a snag to be
rectified, I was delayed by a day.
The Met forecast was as usual quite

muted. While one could see a variety of
vertical developments forming myriad
shapes in the sky, the met office was very
guarded in its prediction. “Overcast
skies with occasional rains
accompanied by thunder and lightning”

was the report prepared for my ferry
flight. The route from Hasimara to
Gorakhpur was not expected to have
much weather activity although one
could expect scattered rain/thunder
showers enroute.
I prepared the map taking in all the

inputs from the weatherman and Air
Traffic Control (ATC) and filed for a
clearance for my ferry flight. A while
later, as I finished an early lunch, I was
informed that Gorakhpur had cleared
me for take off with a window of not
more than forty-five minutes since they
expected some bad weather to strike the
airfield.
I donned my anti-G suit and gathered

my helmet and quickly picking up the
map made my way to the tarmac where
the Gnat (or the G-bird) awaited me. The
ground crew helped me strap up and I
was soon at the take-off point. “63
Hasi… cleared for take-off” was the
crisp RT call from the ATC to my request.
I opened throttle and simultaneously
released the brakes. Slight rudder
pressure to counter the “bent thrust”

and as the aircraft gathered enough
speed, with a gentle backward pressure
on the control column I was airborne! As
I climbed to my cruising level of 40,000
feet I could see large towering cumulus
all around. I settled on my selected
course for the first leg of the ferry and
established RT contact with the ground-
based radar. The radar guided me
through the narrow corridor between
Nepal and Bangladesh as I played hide
and seek with the clouds.
The climb to my selected cruising

altitude was uneventful albeit with
some minor turbulence. Winds were
strong and there was a tendency to drift
to the right closer to the foothills.
Constant reminders from the radar
controller ensured I did not violate the
International border with Nepal. Dark
clouds appeared in the distance and I
wondered if there would be any
unfavorable weather at my destination.
As if reading my thoughts, Gorakhpur
ATC called me up and asked me for my
position. I was around 100 nautical
miles and said so. “A weather warning

Air Cmde Ashok Chhibbar, AVSM
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for thunder showers has been issued
and we expect it to rain within 15-20
minutes. You are advised to divert to
Kanpur”.
While I did have the required fuel to

divert and was contemplating to alter
my course when Benji piped up on the
RT and said “Kanpur too is expecting
bad weather. Chhibbs expedite your
landing here”. I acknowledged and
requested descent. I was cleared to
circuit altitude. Meandering around the
cumulus, descending at a faster rate I
made visual contact with Gorakhpur
airfield. Layers of clouds were all around
but somehow the runway appeared to
be clear. As I descended further I could
observe rain on the final approach for
the runway in use. On obtaining
clearance to land, I lowered the landing
gear and prepared for a landing off a
curved approach. The rain patch on
finals was moving towards the runway at
a much faster speed than anyone
expected. As I rolled on to the final
approach, the rain had reached the
landing dumbbell.
Steadying myself, aligning with the

runway through the rainy haze, I
reduced my speed to be able to land at a
comfortable velocity. I touched down on
the waterlogged runway only to find
water splash on the front windscreen,
obscuring my view ahead. Barely able to
see the centre line ahead of the aircraft
nose, I tried to concentrate on keeping
the aircraft in the centre of the runway.
Hardly had I rolled about 2000 feet down
the runway when the rain patch
apparently slowed down as if giving me
an opportunity to catch up!
I entered a black wall of rain at about

120 knots when I lost sight of everything
ahead and around me. Not able to discern
whether the aircraft was going straight
anymore, and afraid to use the wheel
brakes or the brake parachute lest the
aircraft aquaplaned, I switched off the
engine. Now the rain patch and I, with my
aircraft, were moving forward together! As
the aircraft came to a stop, I quickly un-
strapped, made the ejection seat safe and
jumped out after opening the canopy.
Shutting the canopy behind me, I ran to
take shelter at the Runway Controllers hut
near the edge of the runway.

The heavy rain continued for a few
minutes and as the visibility improved, I
saw a lot of activity around the aircraft.
Voices could be heard and someone
mentioned, “There is no one in the
cockpit. Where is the pilot?” As I
approached them the crash crew
heaved a sigh of relief but drew my
attention to the nose of the aircraft. The
aircraft had come to a stop barely a few
inches from the arrester barrier!
And that was enough for me to let out

a shout of relief and begin an
impromptu dance in the rain!

Air Commodore Ashok Chhibbar,
AVSM was commissioned in the IAF as
a fighter pilot in Aug 1969. Apart from
commanding a fighter squadron and
two airbases, he has been Air-I of an
Operational Command and Deputy

Commandant of Air Force Academy. He
is a regular contributor to the Air Force

Flight Safety Magazine and has
authored two books – Raindrops, and
The Accidental Pilot. He is settled in
Pune. The pics in this article are for

representational purposes only.
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On 10 September 2017, six young women officers of the Indian
Navy set sail on an expedition named 'Navika Sagar Parikrama' for
an epic journey around the world. Led by Lt. Cdr Vartika Joshi, the
crew comprised Lt. Cdr Pratibha Jamwal, Lt Cdr P. Swathi, Lt S.
Vijaya Devi, Lt B. Aishwarya and Lt Payal Gupta. It was a bright clear
morning in Goa, when the Raksha Mantri Smt Nirmala Seetharaman
flagged of this intrepid team from the INS Mandovi Naval Training
Base. Sailing on INS Tarini, an indigenously built Indian Naval Sailing
Vessel (INSV), the six women officers set out, determination writ
large on their faces, for an adventure the likes of which few have the
opportunity to even dream off. And in the culmination of that journey
on 21 May 2018, the officers created history, having spent 254 days
at sea, circumnavigating the globe.
India’s first solo circumnavigator, Cdr Dilip Donde, who had

accomplished this feat in 2010, was the one deputed to mentor the
all women crew. Being an old hand, he gave them a few tips which
stood them in good stead in the long journey ahead. “The sea does
not distinguish between men and women,” and “Look after your
boat, otherwise it will conspire with the sea and give it back to you,”
he had told them. Very sensible advice indeed, which the crew
religiously followed, spending hours every day on the ships
maintenance and upkeep. And when INS Tarini came in to berth at
the Mandova jetty in Goa, the same place from where it had started
its epic journey over eight months earlier, these six women had
scripted a new chapter in India’s history, becoming India’s first all

women crew to circumnavigate the globe.
It was a feat of endurance, team spirit and cooperation. In the

course of their journey, Tarini covered 21,600 nautical miles and
crossed the Equator twice, sailing the three Great Capes —Leeuwin,
Horn and Good Hope. It docked first at Fremantle Port in Australia
on October 23. In November it reached New Zealand's Lyttelton port,
thereafter crossing Drake Passage — a body of water between South
America's Cape Horn and the South Shetland Islands of Antarctica
on the 19th. Their journey took them around Cape Horn off the
Southern tip of South America and thence to Port Stanley in the
Falkland Islands. They were forced to make an unscheduled stop at
Port Louis in Mauritius for repairs as the steering gear was damaged,
and in the final leg of their journey, they set sail from Cape of Good
Hope on March 15, for Goa.
The Indian Navy dared to dream big. And in the successful

execution of that dream, Indian women naval officers broke yet again
another glass ceiling. Receiving the team at Mandovi, Defence
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman welcomed them home. Her tweet of 21
May echoed the feelings of a billion plus Indians:

INSV Tarini has sailed over 21600Nm, visited five Countries,
sailed across four Continents, three Oceans, passed South of
three Capes and crossed the Equator twice!
#WelcomeHomeTarini
3:36 PM - May 21, 2018

YES: THEY DID IT!

THE SAGA OF INS TARINI
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CHINA’S J 20 VS INDIA’S SU 30
A Military confrontation between India and China will inevitably
lead to escalation over the skies of Tibet. Winning the air war
will be a critical requirement for the militaries of the two
countries, as control over the skies will lead to comparative
advantage of any land based offensive or defensive operation.

PLAAF has its latest fighter, Chengdu J-20 operating over the
Tibetan skies. It is a stealth aircraft and is reportedly the most
advanced of all such aircraft in Asia. To combat the J 20, the
IAF has the Su-30 Mk 1 in its arsenal. How will these two
aircraft measure in a face off over the Tibetan Plateau?

Su-30 Mk 1
The IAF’s Sukhoi Su-30 MKI is a twin-seater multirole fighter
aircraft. It is manufactured in India  through a India Russian JV
between Sukhoi’s Design Bureau and Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL). With a maximum take off weight of 38,800 kg,
the 21.9 meter long Su-30 has a wingspan of 14.7 meters and
a height of 6.4 metres. It incorporates an aerodynamic airframe
made of titanium and high intensity aluminium alloys and is
powered by two Al-31FP turbojet engines which enable it to
reach a maximum speed of 2120 kilometres per hour (Mach
1.9) and climb at a rate of 300 metre per second. It has a
combat range of 3000 km without refuelling which increases to
8000 km with in-flight refuelling system. It can cruise at
altitudes of 11 to 13 km. Its two pilots sit inside a tandem glass
cockpit equipped with an integrated avionics suite incorporating
Elbit Su 967 head-up display (HUD), seven active-matrix liquid
crystal displays (AMLCD) and primary cockpit instrumentation.
The aircraft also has multifunction displays (MFD) while the
rear cockpit has a monochromatic display screen for air-to-
ground missile guidance

The Su-30 MKIs N011M PESA radar is being replaced with
the more advanced Zhuk AESA radar. It has OLS-30 laser-
optical locator system and Litening target designation pod to
guide air-to-surface missile and laser-guided munitions. 40 Su
30 MKIs have also been modified to carry the supersonic
BrahMos cruise missile. It has a 30mm Gsh-30-1 cannon and

12 hardpoints capable of carrying missiles and bombs. It also
has Tarang radar warning receiver and jammers for electronic
warfare. Most importantly, as per Air Chief Marshal Dhanoa, the
Su-30MKI radar detected and tracked the Chengdu J-20 jet
while the latter was flying over Tibet, despite the fact that the J-
20 has stealth technology.

Chengdu J-20: This is a "fifth generation" single-seat, multirole
stealth fighter for air-to-air and air-to-ground combat roles with
supersonic cruise speed and integrated avionics. Its glass
cockpit with a bubble-shaped canopy has two liquid crystal
displays (LCD) and a head-up display (HUD). As per the
Chinese, the fighters passive electro-optical detection
systemgives the pilot 360° coverage. Test flown for the first time
on 11 January 2011 the J-20 can access real-time data from
Chinese military satellites, Divine Eagle anti-stealth Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles and other airborne early warning and control
(AEW&C) systems. Manufactured by Chengdu Aircraft Industry
Group (CAIG), it is 20.3-20.5 metres long, has a height of 4.45
metres and a wingspan of 12.88-13.50 metres. Its range of
1200 km can be extended to 2700 km with with external fuel
tanks. It is powered by the Russian AL-31 engine and has a
maximun take-off weight of 34,000-37,000 kg. There are two
lateral bays with four hardpoints each for air-to-air missiles
while the fuselage has a larger bay under it for carrying missiles
and other weapons. It also has an internal cannon. It is
equipped with an AESA radar along with a chin-mounted
infrared/electro-optic search and track sensor. While the J-20 is
a "fifth generation" fighter, there are doubts over its stealth and
super cruise capabilities.
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INDIA-VIETNAM DEFENCE TIES
The coming years are likely to see increased defence and security
cooperation between India and Vietnam. Towards this end,
Defence Minister Ms Nirmala Seetharaman will be visiting Hanoi
in June or July this year. Later in the year, the Chief of General
Staff of the Vietnam People's Army and the Commander-in-Chief
of Vietnam People's Navy will also be visiting New Delhi to
continue the discussion on security cooperation between the two
countries.
Recently, from 21-25 May, personnel from the Indian and

Vietnamese navies interacted with each other in preparation for a
first of its kind naval exercise between the navies of the two
countries, which has been scheduled from 30 May onwards.
Towards that end, three Indian Warships, stealth frigate INS
Sahyadri, missile corvette INS Kamorta and fleet tanker INS
Shakti which were on operational deployment to South East Asia
and North West Pacific region as part of the Navy’s ‘mission-
based deployment’ strategy, will reach the Tien Sa Port in
Vietnam’s Da Nang on 30 May.
An indication of the security cooperation is that Vietnam has

also expressed interest in buying both the BrahMos cruise missiles

as well as the Akash surface-to-air missile defence systems. Prime
Minister Modi, during his visit to Hanoi in 2016, had announced
a USD 500 million defence line of credit for Vietnam to facilitate
the purchase of military equipment. In response to emerging
regional challenges, the two countries have elevated their ties to
a Comprehensive Strategic Partnership. India has been training
Vietnamese submariners to operate Kilo-class submarines and
will now likely also train Vietnamese fighter pilots to fly Su-30
fighter jets.

BRAHMOS FLIGHT TESTED
TheDRDO successfully conducted the first flight test of the
BrahMos cruise missile with an extended life of 15 years
on 21 May 2018 from the Integrated Test Range (ITR) in
Balasore, Odisha as part of service life extension
programme. As per statement released by the DRDO, the
precision strike missile flew in its designated trajectory and
the key components functioned perfectly. This is the first
Indian missile whose life has been extended from 10 to 15
years. The Indian Army is equipped with three regiments of
BrahMos, the missile being first inducted in 2007. The
successful test of the missile with an enhanced shelf life
will result in huge savings of replacement cost of missiles
held in the inventory. Brahmos, with its unmatched speed,
precision and firepower has emerged today as the ultimate
weapon of choice in modern warfare.

ARMED DRONES FOR INDIA?
The Indian military has for long been on the lookout for armed
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) to bolster both its conventional
war fighting capability as well as to get an edge in the fight
against terrorism. The possibility now exists of the US selling
armed UAVs to India. The legislative process for enabling such
sales is under way in the US, though it is still far from clear how
long, if at all such a process may take to materialise. Should the
sale go through, then India would be among a small group of
countries to be sold the high-end U.S. technology.
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INDIA-PAK AGREE ON
CEASEFIRE
On 29 May, India and Pakistan agreed to restore ceasefire on the
Line of Control (LoC) in J&K. The agreement was reached during
a hotline conversation between the Director General of Military
Operations (DGMO) of India, Lt Gen Lt Gen Anil Chauhan and his
Pakistani counterpart Maj Gen Sahir Shamshad Mirza. As per the
statement issued by the two countries, both sides have
committed to fully implement the ceasefire understanding of
2003 in letter and spirit forthwith and to ensure that henceforth,
the ceasefire will not be violated by both sides. Both The DGMOs
further agreed that “in case of any issue, restraint will be
exercised and the matter will be resolved through utilisation of
existing mechanisms of hotline contacts and border flag meetings
at local commander’s level”. While this is a welcome step, it
remains to be seen whether Pakistan will cease support to terror
groups operating from its soil. If not, will that be seen as an
infringement of the ceasefire agreement?

Parliamentary Committee Report
The Committee on Estimates, headed by BJP veteran Murli
Manohar Joshi, in its draft report has made some very scathing
comments on the state of the country’s defence preparedness.
Emphasising that India cannot afford to lag behind in defence
preparedness, the Committee in its report has said that "nothing
concrete" has been done for the implementation of the 'strategic
partnership model' unveiled by the government a year ago, which
envisaged a key role for private players in building military
platforms in India in partnership with major global defence
companies. It also came down hard on insufficient budgetary
allocation for the Armed Forces. While this years budget had a
nominal increase of 7.81 per cent over last year's Rs 2.74 lakh
crore, the Committee stated that in GDP terms, the defence
expenditure this year was the lowest since 1962 and the country
cannot afford complacency when it needs to be prepared for a two-
front war.The draft report will be placed before Parliament when it
convenes for the monsoon session. 
Some highlights of the report of the Parliamentary Committee are
as under:
• India cannot afford to lag behind in defence preparedness in view
of the intensity and complexity of its security challenges due to the
current geo political environment.
• There is urgent need to replace obsolete armaments with state
of the art weapon systems for which substantial increase in capital
budgeting is essential.
• The defence expenditure at 1.56 per cent of GDP was at the
lowest level since 1962 when India-China war was fought. In the
current geo political scenario, a country of the size of India cannot
afford complacency when it is a question of defence preparedness
even for a two-front war while retaining its dominance in the Indian

Ocean. There is thus an urgent need for allocating adequate
financial resources for preparedness both for current needs and
expansion.
• The slow pace of the increase in the indigenisation of the defence
sector remains a matter of concern. Modernisation plans therefore
should be accorded the highest priority to enable the services to
meet the challenges concerning the safety and security of the
country.
• Dependence on foreign suppliers, particularly for military
hardware, not only results in expenditure on the import of defence
equipments but makes the security of the country vulnerable
during emergency situations as the supplier may not provide the
required weapons or spare parts.

DPP Simplified
The Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) headed by Defence
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, approved on 22 May various
measures to further simplify the Defence Procurement Procedure
(DPP). The efforts to streamline defence procurement procedures
have been ongoing and continuous, to reduce timelines and to
enable timely delivery of equipment to the Armed Forces. The
significant changes inter alia include devolution of powers within
the MoD and Service HQ, concurrent running of the acquisition
process instead of sequential stage clearance, deletion of repetitive
processes, aligning of various documents with revised financial
guidelines, amongst others.These measures will be incorporated in
the DPP-16, the manual governing the defence procurement
procedure and should hopefully lead to reducing procurement
timelines through concurrent action and obviating procedural
delays. These amendments form part of the ongoing Business
Process Re-engineering in Defence Capital procurements.
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The Pakistani Director General of Military
Operations (DGMO), Major General
Sahir Shamshad Mirza, called his Indian
counterpart Lieutenant General Anil
Chauhan over hotline on 29 May 2018
evening to initiate “sincere measures” to
improve the border situation and spare
civilians hardships. The Indian DGMO
agreed to the proposal to “fully
implement the ceasefire understanding

of 2003 in letter and spirit and to ensure that henceforth the
ceasefire will not be violated by both sides,” as mentioned in a
statement issued by the Army. Both DGsMO agreed that the
two armies would exercise restraint and that border issues
would be resolved through existing mechanisms such as
hotline contact and flag meetings at the level of local
commanders. Pakistan’s Inter-Services Public Relations also
issued a similar statement.
The Pakistani DGMO had spoken to Gen. Chauhan on April

27, 2018, to complain against “unprovoked firing and calibre
escalation” (meaning firing of mortar bombs also) along the
LoC by Indian forces. Chauhan responded by saying Indian
forces had only carried out retaliatory firing. Pakistan has
violated the ceasefire along the LoC and the international
border close to 1,100 times in barely first five months of 2018
itself resulting in the death of over 35 people. Over 100,000
Indian civilians in villages along the IB and LoC were displaced
owing to their having to flee to safer places. Indian Army has
clearly stated that the onus of de-escalation along the LoC rests
with Pakistan Army to stop supporting terrorists and end to
unprovoked ceasefire violations to abet infiltration.
While basically India’s stand has been that talks and terror

cannot go together, cricket got banned, some Pakistani actors
acting in Bollywood films were banished, talks by India’s
DGMO and Border Security Force and their Pakistani
counterparts have been held in the
past. The results of such earlier talks
were that neither Pak army/ISI, nor its
border rangers honoured any of the
commitments/agreements made.
Authorities in Rajouri district of

Jammu and Kashmir have initiated
the process of constructing over 5,500
underground bunkers and 200
community halls as well as ‘border
bhawans’ to help border dwellers
facing the brunt of Pakistani shelling
and firing. The project, to be
completed in the current financial

year at a cost of Rs 153.60 crore, has already been approved by
the state government and Union Ministry of Home Affairs. In
December 2017, the Centre announced construction of 14,460
individual and community bunkers at a cost of Rs. 415.73 crore
for people living along the LoC and IB in Jammu region as a
step to ensure their safety in the wake of frequent cross-border
shelling. Every family residing in 0-3 km range from LoC would
be provided an individual family bunker during Phase-I of the
project while community bunkers and halls will be strictly
constructed near schools, hospitals, police stations, police
posts, government buildings and panchayat ghars for safe
accommodation and better utilisation during peace time.
The Pak DGMO’s call came after Pakistan’s response to

Jammu and Kashmir CM Mehbooba Mufti’s request for a
ceasefire during Ramzan was continued high levels of
violence/terrorist attacks across the Line of Control (LoC) and
through its paid pawns, the traitors-separatists, in Kashmir
Valley during Ramzan and the Amarnath Yatra (pilgrimage), as
well as majorly targeting Indian civilians across the
International Boundary (IB) in the plains area of Jammu &
Kashmir.
Objecting to the very term , “ceasefire” by Mehbooba Mufti,

BJP general secretary Ram Madhav asserted that security
forces would end their operations in the Valley if “terrorism
stops….We shouldn’t be using terms like ceasefire etc in this
situation. If by ceasefire, one meant ceasing of operations by
forces in the valley during Ramzan, what is expected is that
during Ramzan terrorists will abstain from terrorist activities…
If terrorism stops operations will automatically stop. Forces are
duty bound to save people. We are open for talks but as far as
terrorism is concerned it is our duty to deal with it with an iron
hand.”
Mehbooba’s appeal coming after even school children and

tourists were targeted and killed by radicalised stone-pelting
mobs incited by Kashmiri separatists/traitors is nothing short
of ridiculous.

ARE PAKISTANI DGMO AND JK CM ON THE SAME PAGE? 
Lt Col Anil Bhat
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VETERANS ALERT

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
FOR VETERANS

Facilities by AXIS Bank

Axis bank will provide following
facilities/services to Indian Army
Personnel drawing their salary and
pension through any of its branches:
• Personal Accidental cover of Rs 30 lac
including total permanent disability
benefits;
• Permanent partial disability covers
up-to Rs 30 lac;
• Air Accident cover of Rs 1 crore
(provided the ticket is purchased on
AXIS bank debit card);
• Free Additional Debit card for a family
member (For Power SALUTE account
holder);
• Universal account number across
India;All AXIS bank branches are
“Home branch”;
• Unlimited transactions at AXIS Bank
and other bank ATMs free of charge; 
• Zero balance salary account which
can be converted to a pension account
with the same features;

• Any where Banking via internet and
mobile banking;
• One complimentary add on debit card
for family member;
• Facility for setting up Standing
Instructions, ECS etc;
• Preferential allotment of safe deposit
lockers, subject to availability;
• Free Financial Advisory Service
wherever AXIS bank has such facility;
• Indian Army “Pride” Credit Card
offering for all personnel;
• Complete suite of loan products,
without any processing charges;
• Senior citizens accounts for
dependent parents;
• All other facilities being provided to
Bank’s normal customer operating
salary account, subject to the
discretion of the bank;
• “Wealth Management” services and
“Door Step” banking; Special
Relationship Officers will be
appointed in all major defence
banking branches to assist in and
resolve all operational issues;
• Free education benefit upto Rs 2 lakh
for education of wards (ages12-20
years) of deceased personnel(where
PA cover is applicable).

The above is through the Memorandum
of Undertaking (MoU) between Indian
Army (DG, MP/PS) South Block, New
Delhi and AXIS Bank Ltd made on 26
May 2018 for the period of three years.

Facilities by HDFC Bank
HDFC Bank undertakes to provide
following facilities/service to Indian
Army Pensioner drawing pension
through HDFC Bank Ltd: 
• Any where Banking via ATM or
internet;
• Free shopping cum ATM Card-Special

offer for Pensioner Account Holders-
International Debit Card;
• Usage of other banks ATMs free of
cost-Special offer for Indian Army
Pensioner-Unlimited free transaction
at all other bank ATMs (Domestic)
subject to RBI regulation as applicable
from time to time;
• Draft/cheque-free on HDFC bank
branch locations;
• Personal Accident Death Cover of Rs 5
lakh;
• Key offering of PL for pensioner-
maximum amount is 5 lakh for 36
months and processing fee is 1.5%,
pensioner age should be less than 65
years.
• Criteria for Personal Accident Death
Cover for Pensioners covers accidental
death resulting within 12 months from
bodily injury due to accident only;
Insurance cover is not applicable for
those whose death is caused by
suicide or attempt to suicide and for
cases mentioned in Annexure-1 of
MoU and all coverage of insurance are
as per terms and conditions
mentioned in the insurance policy, as
per the sole discretion of the
insurance company;All the
correspondence related to claim will
then be directly taken up between the
insurance company and the claimant
with HDFC Bank Ltd acting as
facilitator.

• Eligibility: The account holder is an
Indian Army Pensioner (aged less than
70 years). He is holding a Pension
Account under Corporate Salary
Account in prior 3 months. He should
have carried out at least one purchase
transaction using the Debit Card
within 6 months prior to the date of
loss.

Hony Capt Baldev Singh
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In November 1988, an attempted coup in the Maldives nearly
succeeded. The ramifications of such an eventuality would have
been staggering. It was carried out by mercenaries from the
PLOTE (People’s Liberation Army of Tamil Eelam), an armed
outfit fighting for an independent homeland for the Tamil
people in Sri Lanka but it never became clear what the new
government would have given to the PLOTE leadership if the
coup had been successful. At the very minimum, the outfit
would most certainly have got the use of one or more of the
Maldivian Islands as a quid pro quo which they could have used
as safe bases from where to launch attacks against the Sri
Lankan armed forces. This would have
vitiated the security atmosphere in the
region, the impact of which we would
probably still be feeling today.

It was fortunate that President
Maumoon Abdul Gayoom went into
hiding and evaded capture by the
plotters. He sent an urgent message to
India for help, which resulted in one of
the most daring rescue missions ever
launched, code named Operation
Cactus. In a lightning operation, the
likes of which have rarely been seen in
history, Indian para commandos were
landed by the Indian Air Force in pitch
darkness over a runway that no one had
secured. And then the troops got into
action and quickly seizing control,
neutralised the opposition.

All these details have been well
sketched out in this amazing book.
However, things were not as simple as
that. It is apparent that like many
instances in the past, the force carrying
out the operation had to make do
without maps, without intelligence and
most glaringly, without adequate
equipment. The troops had also not
been prepared or trained for such a
contingency. Yet they delivered, which
simply points to the brilliant leadership
of the Commander, 50 (I) Para Brigade,
Brig F. F. C. Bulsara and the grit and
courage of the officers and men from the
Army and Air Force who took part in the
operation.

Why is the Indian military so often

short changed that it has to go into operations in such a
manner? Perhaps it has something to do with the higher
structural organisation of the Ministry of Defence, wherein the
babus have power without accountability and the military is left
holding the baby. That remains our weakness till date.

An important aspect of Operation Cactus was the role of
leadership. Brig Bulsara was given a plan by the VCOAS, which
he thought was unworkable. He had the courage of his
convictions to oppose the plan which would have been an
unmitigated disaster  had it been implemented. The Vice Chief
was abusive and crass when he spoke to Bulsara over the

telephone, but the Commander held
firm. It is generally not well known that
on completion of operations, Brig.
Bulsara, while waiting at the airport for
the flight back home, wrote a hand
written note to Gen. Rodrigues. In this
note, Brig Bulsara informed the Vice
Chief that the operation had been
successfully completed. He then
expressed his anguish at the crude and
abusive language used by the VCOAS in
the run up to the operation, stating
“While issuing instructions for the
Operation, you did not speak to a
formation commander appropriately.
May I request you to refrain from
speaking to Formation commanders the
way you did,”or words to that effect. And
lastly,he stated that should he ever be
asked to go into battle again, he would
not like to do so under Rodrigues.

The VCOAS replied in a hand written
note stating that he said things under
the heat of the moment, and that he
harboured no ill will towards Bulsara. Be
that as it may, it is tragic that the man
who gave India victory at Maldives, did
not get his next rank. The Vice Chief
however rose to become the Chief!

This is a book that should be read by
all officers of the Armed Forces. The
Maldives operation should also be a
compulsory subject for promotion
examination in India’s Armed Forces
and should be studied to understand
the role that leadership plays in war.

RACE AGAINST TIME
Maj Gen Dhruv C Katoch

OPERATION CACTUS
ANATOMY OF ONE OF INDIA’S

MOST DARING MILITARY
OPERATION

GROUP CAPTAIN 
ASHOK K CHORDIA (RETD)

K W PUBLISHERS PVT LTD; 
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PRICE: RS 1090/-
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The Southern Island of New Zealand
was as far as we have ever gone from
our home in Pune without being in
space. Flying Jetstar from Auckland to
Christchurch was a breeze. They were
strict about the 7 kg weight of the
handbag but there was no problem
carrying toothpaste, water bottle, apple,
wife suntan lotion. They even waved us
past the Xray machine at immigration,
which is secretly used to check ladies’
knickers! The flight itself was free of all
airline sponsored extortion schemes,
like selling in-flight sandwiches and
watches, etc. We arrived Christchurch
feeling fresh as daisies.

The Antarctica Centre is just a 6
minute walk from the domestic
terminal. We went there, played with
the Huskies, fed the Penguins, watched
two 4-D movies on life in the Antarctica
(and got wet with the artificial snow,
water spray and ice cool winds) and
also took a ride on the Hagglund
vehicles. The truck handled as mad as a
Coast Guard hovercraft, not under
command. When I emerged from the
experience, my tail feathers were
sticking up.

While at Christchurch we also visited
the Botanical gardens, Cardboard

church, museum, tram ride and the
Gondolas and luge rides. It was a
Sunday, and the Busking bands were
playing jazz music in the gardens. We
bought pizza and ice-cream and lay on
the grass along with about a thousand
other families, enjoying the music

Driving in the South Island
Hiring a car and driving all over the
South Island was the best thing we did.
This way we could dawdle along,
braking every now and then and getting
the perfect picture shots.We hired a
Mazda Demio five seater from Apex
Rentals. It was a 1.3 litre 4 wheel drive,
fully automatic car with all the
embellishments you'd find on Elton
John's head and it handled well enough
not to flutter an eyebrow during the
entire ride. That said, the first problem
was that it did seem to have the leaf
springs of a Chinese ox cart fitted under
the seats because everytime I emerged
from the car I was looking around for a
Thai massage centre where someone
could gently rub soothing oils into my

coccyx. There wasn’t any second
problem.

Most of the cars on the road were big
and loaded to the rafters with boat,
cycles and tents. But some of the big
cars had personality, the sheer force of
which would knock me into a cocked
hat! There were people driving camper
vans too and doing speeds as if they
were delivering a kidney to the Queen
herself.

Franz Josef Glacier
We trekked on the Franz Josef Trail right
up to the Glacier. It was a 3 hour walk
and it rained for the first two hours but
that didn't dampen our spirits. And
neither should it yours because saying
‘NO’ to a trail walk because it's slushy is
like saying ‘NO’ to a beautiful woman
because she has a mole on her face!
(That's literary nonsense, but I guess
you get the drift of it). On the road from
Fox Glacier to Queenstown we passed
through some spectacular sights, like
Blue Pool, Thunder Falls and Roaring
Falls, each one better than the other.

THE PRETTIEST PLACE ON EARTH
Captain Anil Gonsalves, IN
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Milford Sound Cruise
Milford Sound was a washout for us
because it was raining heavily through
the day. But our bus driver Wayne made
our day with his voice of David
Attenborough and his mind of Carl
Sagan. He humoured us with the most
delightful and informative commentary
I've ever heard. We sat back peacefully
even as the sunlight played it's
radioactive Morse code through the
overhanging leaves as the bus made its
way through the mountain region. 

The Queenstown Experience 
There was not a single sight in
Queenstown that failed to float my
boat. You need to think of Queenstown
as a painting by God himself. The brush
strokes are magnificent, the texture is
superb, the perspective is world class
and the detailing is better than a
Rembrandt. To summarise Queenstown
in a few words I would say it is biblically,
stratospherically and crushingly
brilliant. Under the dying Amber's of a
vivid scarlet sun you can walk around
the lake shore, squint, go cross-eyed
and do whatever you want but you
won't find a single angle from which it
looks even remotely wrong.
Queenstown is easily the most beautiful
town in the whole wide world, in terms
of natural beauty. 

Cooking our own meals
The hotels and AirBnB we stayed at had
all the basic necessities of a home like
pots and pans, cutlery, microwave,
electric kettle, etc, that in no way would
bamboozle someone from the stone
age. And here’s the really annoying
thing - they all worked! 

Lake Tekapu
The lake areas are particularly pretty
with the mountains in the background
and the sky with the clouds glowing in
the soft red, orange, yellow and silver
colours of a giant panoramic LED
screen. This makes you feel warm and
fuzzy as you bathe every night in a
different colour combination until it
ends with a Vodka Bar blue colour at 9

pm and it's time to have a drink.

Bluff
After Queenstown we drove all the way
to get the southernmost point of the
South Island called Bluff. On a clear day
it is said you can see the continent
meltdown of Antarctica in the form of
large icebergs from there. If you asked
me where I would like to settle I'd
probably choose Christchurch and then
after five minutes regretted not
choosing Queenstown or Dunedin or
Ashford or Lake Penaka. Each one is
better than the other. As far as you are
concerned I would advise you that
before you catch ebola with your daily

routine of putting on and off the dirty
light switches in your house, you should
make a trip to New Zealand.

So that someday when you have to
finally go, you can die with a smile on
your face.

Captain Anil Gonsalves, IN, joined
NDA in 1975 and passed out in 1978.

He commanded Coast Guard ship
Rajshree and INS Mahish in the Navy
among his varied appointments. He

took premature retirement in 2005 and
presently is working in the Offshore

Division of the Shipping Corporation
of India as Master in their Platform

Support Vessels.
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I was pondering on what to prepare as a
nice vegan dessert yet again and then my
mom mentioned to me about this mango
sticky rice pudding she made and that it
was vegan too! Living in South Asia I have
the advantage of getting fresh coconut
milk and also many varieties of rice, so I
was very happy to give this a try. I really
did enjoy it and hope you will try it too. I
have stuck to the traditional glutinous
rice used in this dessert, but you can try
other varieties

Ingredients:
� Coconut milk - one can or  2 cups if you
can get fresh

� Sugar half cup
� Coconut cream - one packet
� Glutinous rice - 1 cup
� Mango - one whole any variety

Glutinous rice is identified from its
white colour instead of the usual semi
transparent rice we are used to. This
indicates it's rich in gluten. If you are not
used to using glutinous rice then you
may find its texture too sticky. But just
follow the recipe and you will be able to
prepare this dessert very easily.

Soak rice in water for an hour and
then place in a steamer to cook. As this is
a South Asian dish, the traditional
steamer used is a bamboo one that looks
really cool with its wide mouth shape and
narrow bottom that goes into a steaming
pot. However, any regular steamer will
do. Put the washed soaked rice into a
muslin cloth and place in steamer

closing the edges of the cloth over the
rice. Then let this cook for about 10-15
minutes. Do check once in between if
you have never done this before. Take
care as you open the steamer top and the
muslin cloth as the hot steam can burn
your hands. Use tongs for this purpose
and with a spoon just fluff the rice a bit to
see how it's looking. As this is glutinous
rice it will feel very gummy and sticky.
Fluff it up a bit and you can take a small
clump out to taste. If it's not fluffy and
soft then it's not done. You may also need
to flip this rice over once and then let it
steam for some more time. After flipping,
let cook some more and on the side you
can prepare the coconut milk. 

Coconut milk sauce
Heat about two cups of milk in a pan (if
you are using canned coconut milk then
you can use a full can). Here I used fresh
coconut milk in packets with pandan leaf
flavour. For this quantity of rice you can
add up to half a cup of sugar but do add
more if you like. Taste your sauce and
adjust sugar to taste. Once the sugar is
dissolved and the sauce bubbles up a bit,
remove from the flame and set aside.

Once the rice is cooked, remove
carefully into a dish. Fluff with a fork to

separate the rice and remove some
steam. Then add the coconut milk sauce
you prepared and let the rice soak in all
the milk. Let this sit while you prepare the
mango. As you can see from the pic, I
have cut the mango and served it in a
very traditional way. Feel free however to
experiment new styles and ways of
presentation. 

To serve, place the rice into the serving
dish and keep the mangoes to one side.
Top the rice with coconut cream. I used
ready to use coconut cream for this
purpose. Although, you can also just
keep aside some of the sauce you
prepared earlier and then just thicken it
with some corn starch mixed in water.
This can be used to spread on the top.
Then there are two traditional garnishes
for this pudding - either you can use
toasted sesame seeds like I used or you
can use roasted moong dal. If using dal
make sure it is well roasted else you will
get hard bits while eating your dessert. 

Hope you enjoy this lovely vegan
dessert.

Ms Aditi Pathak Is based in
Singapore. Widely travelled and from a
Services background, cooking is one of

her many passions.

STICKY RICE PUDDING: SIMPLY DELICIOUS!
Aditi Pathak
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Amongst the major takeaways following the ‘informal’ meeting between
Prime Minister Modi and President Xi Jinping was a desire to better
manage affairs along the disputed Sino-Indian border. But this has come

about after a rather bad year of bilateral ties specially as the 'Doklam crisis'
brought the armies of both countries close to another Himalayan conflict. To
achieve this reset in ties, Indian diplomats have had to work hard to not just get
Beijing to see the merit of India’s stand on not joining the ‘Belt and Road
Initiative’ but the merits of current Indo-US ties. But whether the Chinese are
convinced with India’s arguments, only time will tell.

Beijing did however extract a price even before the ‘informal summit,’ most
notably by getting the Indian government to distance itself from events to mark
the Dalai Lama’s 60 years of exile in India. Until now, it was stated in hushed
tones that the Dalai Lama was India’s trump card over the Chinese. But if that has
now changed then what are the concessions we could expect from Beijing?
Perhaps the trade barriers against Indian exports to China could be lowered
leading to a less unequal trade imbalance. And a few cosmetic gestures like
China's advice to Pakistan to send Hafiz Saeed off to another country. But it is
highly improbable that China will entirely recalibrate its ties with Pakistan.

China has invested in Pakistan too heavily to abandon it, just like its
commitment to North Korea even though few countries had ties with the hermit
kingdom. With Pakistan, even before the CPEC investments made headlines in
India, a China-Pak nuke nexus and an 'all weather military partnership' has led
India to remain alert to the threat of a two front war. This threat would remain
for the foreseeable future until perhaps India distances itself from the US,
specially in the Indo-Pacific region. In either case, it'll be prudent not to expect
much from either side.

This is the second time Mr Modi has made an effort to reset ties with Beijing.
The first initiative was in 2014, following the ‘swing diplomacy’ initiative on the
banks of the Sabarmati, in Gujarat. But that effort fell apart as the news of Mr
Modi's bonhomie with President Xi was overshadowed by the presence of
hundreds of Chinese troops in Chumar in Ladakh, Jammu and Kashmir.

And then in 2015, China came out openly in support of Pakistan, first by
opposing India’s entry into the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) and then by
repeatedly blocking India’s attempt to put Pakistan based Masood Azhar on the
UN list of terrorists. But 2017 saw tensions rise high with the 73 day Doklam
stand-off that became the defining event of Sino-Indian ties. India refused to
blink despite pressure on Delhi from many sides echoed specially by the Chinese
media. A face saving withdrawal was made by both sides, though China has since
then established new “sentry posts, trenches and helipads” in that area.

The bigger threat however would come from China's increasing interest in
the northern parts of Jammu & Kashmir. It has for some years been making
investments in a major road link — the Karakoram Highway — across Gilgit
Baltistan. It has now begun work on building 4 dams on the Indus in that region,
all eventually to produce over 60,000 MW of power, mostly for China’s use.
Pakistan has on its part already announced its desire to make Gilgit Baltistan a
province, which it had desisted from doing for seven decades. It is intended to
further dilute India's claims on that part of J&K. Just like how the Chinese built a
road through Aksai Chin in the 1950s that took the Nehru government by
surprise. It eventually led to a series of events and finally the 1962 border conflict.
Till date, China remains an occupant of a large part of J&K. So let us beware of
China.

For more details on Maroof Raza, visit:  https:/ / www.maroofraza.com.

INDIA’S CHINA
CHALLENGE

Maroof Raza
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